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Watch T&D Training Videos Online 
Subscribe to Instant Videos
Here are more than 200 videos specifically for training 
people who work in transmission and distribution. 
Watch as many videos as you want, as often as you 
want, when and where you want, on any device. There’s 
no long-term contract. Order online and get immediate 
access to all videos. To subscribe, go to 
www.alexanderpublications.com. 

Study Guides
There’s a Study Guides for each video to reinforce 

learning. Each Study Guide closely tracks the related 
video.  Study Guides also are valuable standalone 
references.  

Each Study Guide is 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”, 
30 to 50 pages, packed with 
color illustrations. $15 each.

Order Study Guides at 
www.alexanderpublications.www.alexanderpublications.
com or use the Order Form 
on page 30.  

Ask Mr. Hotwire
Ask Mr. Hotwire is a 

massive database with 
answers to thousands 
of T&D questions, gathered from industry 
experts. 

Use our Google-like search engine to 
get answers to questions about crew 
management, system protection, 
customer service, substations, grounding, metering, engineering, line poles 
and towers, materials management, transformers, capacitors, environmental 
issues, personnel and staffing, instruments and controls, voltage regulation, 
switchgear, insulators, street lighting, tools, safety, and much more.  

You get Ask Mr. Hotwire for free when you subscribe to videos at Learn 
Online. 

Subscribe to Learn Online
Watch all videos and get Ask Mr. Hotwire for free.
1 month: $19  3 months: $49  1 year: $179.
Sign up at www.alexanderpublications.com.

Instructors
Use our videos for... 

Online training. Students watch our streaming videos 
on any device. Also: We can set up a virtual classroom 
for you. Send us the e-mails of your students. We’ll 
enter them as Members in our Learn Online database. 
The students won’t pay anything. We’ll bill your 
company/school. It’s all very easy.

Classroom training. Order DVDs to show in  class. 
Upload our videos to your company server, so all your 
employees can watch and learn. 

Instructor Guides have tips 
for instructors, supplemental 
exercises, and private quizzes 
with answers. Chapters in the 
Instructor Guides match the 
sessions in the videos.

Each Instructor Guide is 
8-1/2” x 11”, 15 to 25 pages. $15 
each.
Order Instructor Guides at www.alexanderpublications.com 
or use the Order Form on page 30.CONTENTS

Lineman References 3

Fundamentals 4,5

Transformers 6,7

Overhead Distribution 8,9

Poles 10,11

Underground Distribution 12,13

Vehicles 14

Rigging 15

Transmission 16,17

Substations 18-21

Street Lighting 21

Metering 22-24

General Safety 25

Engineering References 26-29

Ordering 30-31

8-1/2” x 11”, 15 to 25 pages. $15 

Search here
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The Lineman’s and 
Cableman’s Handbook
• 50 chapters
• 1500+ illustrations
• Design standards
•  Construction techniques
• Safety practices
This classic bestseller has been revised 
to offer up-to-the minute coverage of 
the basic principles and best procedures 

for construction, operation and maintenance of overhead and 
underground distribution and transmission lines. Includes 
updates to OSHA, National Electrical Safety Code. 7½" × 9½"  
1,163 pages  Item 703  $77

The Guidebook for Linemen 
and Cablemen
•  Classroom reference for apprentices
•  Basic electrical concepts
•  Constructing power lines
•  Transformer connections 
•  Rigging fundamentals 
Basic concepts of electricity are 
explained, then immediately applied to 
field applications. Coverage includes: 

conductors, cables, transformers, switchgear, revenue meters, 
outdoor lighting, lineman tools, bucket trucks and digger 
derricks. Many color photos. 7½" × 9½"  Item 724  $61

Lineman References

Electricity 3: Power 
Generation and Delivery
•  Principles of AC, DC generators
•  Connecting generators in parallel
•  Delta, wye circuits
•  Transformer connections
•  Detailed photos of equipment
More and more customers are 
installing generators at their facilities, 
then connecting them to the grid. 

It’s essential for utility workers to learn how these generators 
operate – and how electricity is distributed internally by large-
load customers. Written for electricians, all lineworkers will 
benefit from this insider’s perspective. 8" × 10"  264 pages  
Item 707 $84

Ugly’s Electrical References 
•  Motor start, run loads
•  Math formulas 
•  Conduit bending procedures
•  Weights and measures
•  Conversion tables  
•  First aid 

This book is mainly for electricians working with low voltages, 
but the electrical concepts apply to everyone. So do the tables, 
formulas, charts, symbols, circuit diagrams, and safety tips in 
this compact reference. One of the most widely-used books in 
the electrical industry. 4" × 6"  98 pages  Item 512  $19.95 

The Lineman’s Pocket Reference 
•  Essential rigging formulas
•  Safe work clearances
•  Conductor weight tables
•  Math and electrical formulas
•  Easy reference conversion tables
•  Working with slings, chains, shackles

The Lineman’s Pocket Reference delivers the data, charts, 
tables, illustrations, and examples every linemen needs to 
have handy in the field. This compact field guide is packed 
with practical information on conductors, guys, insulators, 
poles, rigging, safety clearances, and construction materials. 
3¾" × 6"  56 pages  Item 515  $14.95

Books

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Frequently Asked Questions With 
Answers
•  Eliminates confusion
•  Common questions answered
•  A helpful, portable consultant
Frequently Asked Questions With Answers has 
answers to the 200 questions most asked by 

linemen. Instructors use it as a library of classroom teaching 
topics. The Q&As in this book are also included in Ask Mr. 
Hotwire. 5" × 7"  120 pages  Item 776  $16.95

The Lineman’s and
Cableman’s Field Manual
•  Quick-access tables
•  Checklists
•  Transformer connections
•  Knots, splices
•  Poles, guys, conductors
•  Fuses, surge protection

The Lineman's and Cableman's Field Manual has the tables, 
illustrations, graphs, and formulas from Item 703 (above) 
most-used at the jobsite. Also covers safety issues, OSHA 
regulations. 5" × 8"  475 pages  Item 704  $71

Traffic Control in Work Zones
•  How to temporarily reroute traffi  c
•  Safety for workers, road users 
•  Flagger’s checklist.
•  Truck-tough coated paper
How to safely and efficiently manage traffic 
moving through temporary work zones. Detailed 
color diagrams show how and where to use 

arrow boards, warning lights, barricades, drums, channelizing 
devices, signs. Also: special considerations for nighttime 
operations.  3¾" × 7"  53 pages  Item 853 $17

Best Seller
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Videos and Related Books

High Voltage Power
High-Voltage AC Power 1
How T&D systems minimize power loss. Maintaining voltage 
level. Effects of resistance, capacitance, inductance. Includes 
examples.  
Watch Online / HV1-DVD $145 / HV1-STU $15 / HV1-INS $15

High-Voltage AC Power 2
Apparent power, active power, reactive power. Functions of 
transformers, regulators, capacitors. Power measurement in 
single-phase, three-phase circuits. 
Watch Online / HV2-DVD $145 / HV2-STU $15 / HV2-INS $15

History Channel Videos
High Voltage
This exciting, inspiring video shows linemen at work in risky 
situations: on towers, helicopter operations, restoring power 
during forest fires, gales, rain and ice storms, and earthquakes. 
50 minutes.  DVD 790  $24.95

Power Plants
Power Plants shows how electricity is generated. Includes tours 
inside modern power plants fueled by gas, oil, hydro, and 
nuclear power – plus solar and wind. 50 minutes.  
DVD 789  $24.95

Transmission and Distribution Systems
Introduction to T&D Systems 
How T&D systems deliver electricity. Shows power plants, 
switchyards, transmission lines, substations, distribution lines, 
service connections.  
Watch Online / ITD-DVD $145 / ITD-STU $15 / ITD-INS $15

Distribution 
The building blocks of distribution systems. Distribution lines 
and layouts. Transformers, capacitors, voltage regulators, 
protective devices, sectionalizers.  
Watch Online / DIS-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15

Transmission 
Overview of the transmission portion of a T&D system. 
Supporting structures, insulators, conductors. Describes 
construction tasks. Patrolling a transmission line. 
Watch Online / TRM-DVD $145 / TRM-STU $15 / TRM-INS $15

System Protection and Monitoring 
How system grounds, arresters, and fuses provide protection. 
Explains equipment used to monitor and control T&D systems.  
Watch Online / SPM-DVD $145 / SPM-STU $15 / SPM-INS $15

Electrical Safety 
Principles of electricity applied to working safely around elec-
trical equipment. What is electric shock? What are its effects on 
the body? How can we prevent accidents?  
Watch Online / ESA-DVD $145 / ESA-STU $15 / ESA-INS $15

Safety in T&D Maintenance
Common hazards encountered when maintaining overhead 
lines, underground lines, substations, switchyards. Describes 
specific shock hazards, preventive equipment.  
Watch Online / STD-DVD $145 / STD-STU $15 / STD-INS $15

Basic Electricity and Math
Basic Electrical Principles
An introduction to the relationships 
between current, voltage, resistance 
(Ohm’s law). Kirchhoff’s laws. 
Power and energy. Series, parallel 
DC circuits.  
Watch Online / BEP-DVD $145 / BEP-STU $15 / BEP-INS $15

DC Fundamentals Review
Working with Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current and voltage 
laws. Series, parallel, and series-parallel circuits. Shortcut 
methods. Troubleshooting DC circuits.  
Watch Online / DCF-DVD $145 / DCF-STU $15 / DCF-INS $15

General Math Concepts
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. Working with 
whole numbers. Brush up on decimals, fractions. Converting 
between fractions, decimals.  
Watch Online / GMC-DVD $145 / GMC-STU $15 / GMC-INS $15

AC Concepts
AC sine waves. Phasors. Effects of inductance and capacitance 
on circuits. The power triangle. Calculating power factor. 
Watch Online / ACC-DVD $145 / ACC-STU $15 / ACC-INS $15

AC Fundamentals Review
Overview of AC concepts and terms. Compares AC with DC. 
How capacitance, inductance cause current to lead or lag 
voltage. AC power in single-phase, three-phase circuits.  
Watch Online / ACF-DVD $145 / ACF-STU $15 / ACF-INS $15Watch Online / ACF-DVD $145 / ACF-STU $15 / ACF-INS $15Watch Online / ACF

Principles of Magnetism
Characteristics of magnets and electromagnets. Inducing a 
current from the motion of a magnet. How induction is used in 
motors, generators, electricity meters.  
Watch Online / POM-DVD $145 / POM-STU $15 / POM-INS $15

Electromagnetic Induction Review
Characteristics of magnetic fields. How electromagnetism is put 
to work in generators, motors, transformers. 
Watch Online / EMI-DVD $145 / EMI-STU $15 / EMI-INS $15

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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Videos and Related BooksBooks
Tools and Test Equipment
Using Tools
An introduction to manual and 
power hand tools, tree trimming 
tools, hot sticks, power actuated 
tools. Covers safety issues, tool 
care and maintenance.  
Watch Online / UTO-DVD $145 / UTO-STU $15 / UTO-INS $15

Care and Testing of Tools and Equipment
Demonstrates the proper care, storage, inspection, and 
electrical testing of rubber protective gear, line hoses, 
mechanical jumpers, and hot sticks.  
Watch Online / CTT-DVD $145 / CTT-STU $15 / CTT-INS $15

Multimeter Operation and Use
How to take measurements with digital and analog multimeters. 
Includes examples of using multimeters to check, troubleshoot, 
calibrate substation equipment.  
Watch Online / MOU-DVD $145 / MOU-STU $15 / MOU-INS $15

Using Electrical Test Equipment
How to use voltage testers, multimeters, clamp-on ammeters, 
and megohmmeters to measure current, voltage, and 
resistance.  
Watch Online / UET-DVD $145 / UET-STU $15 / UET-INS $15Watch Online / UET-DVD $145 / UET-STU $15 / UET-INS $15Watch Online / UET

Using Line Test Equipment
Demonstrates line test equipment used in the field: ammeters, 
voltmeters, strip-chart recorders, phasing tools, phase rotation 
indicators, ground resistance testers.  
Watch Online / ULT-DVD $145 / ULT-STU $15 / ULT-INS $15 Watch Online / ULT-DVD $145 / ULT-STU $15 / ULT-INS $15 Watch Online / ULT

Loadbuster Operation and Maintenance
How to use a loadbuster to open fused cutouts on 
transformers, capacitor banks, sectionalizers and underground 
switches. Shows exactly how to take apart a loadbuster, inspect 
it, and reassemble it. 17 minutes.
Watch Online / DVD LBO-SKL  $95

Overhead Materials
Transformers, poles, guys, insulators, 
wire, conductors, connectors, cut-outs, 
arresters. 4 PowerPoint presentations. 121 
editable slides. Item OHM-SKL  $95

Underground Materials
Padmount transformers, bushings, 
elbows, fuses, grounds, fault indicators, 
cable connections, grounds, switching 
cubicles and controls. 78 editable slides. 
Item UGM-SKL $95

Basic Line and Equipment 
Skills
•  Basic electricity
•  Overhead materials
•  How to test transformers
•  Ropes and rigging
•  Climbing wood poles
For training pre-apprentices, this book 
covers basic electricity, components 
of overhead and underground 

systems, rigging, grounding, vehicles, pole climbing, and 
safety. Designed by Georgia Power for four-week courses. 
Comprehensive instructor guide including 11 disks 
available. 8½" × 11"  165 pages  Item 500  $39

An Introduction to Electric 
Power Distribution Systems
• Informative photos
• Basic electricity, magnetism
• Simplifi ed system diagrams 
• No formulas
Even readers without a technical background 
will gain an understanding of how electricity 

is generated, transmitted, distributed and metered. Also 
covers system protection, voltage regulation and maintenance 
practices. A worthwhile training tool for technical and 
administrative workers. 6" × 9"  212 pages  Item 713  $9.95

Fundamentals of Electricity, 
Volumes 1 & 2

• “Electricity 101”
• Programmed learning
• Work at your own pace
• No instructor needed
These self-teaching books 
introduce the concepts of 
electricity. Volume 1 covers 
DC circuits. Volume 2 has AC 
concepts and circuits. Each 
page presents brief topics, 
with questions or problems to 
solve and answers available 

for immediate review. 8½" × 11"
Volume 1, 241 pages  Item 718  $19.95
Volume 2, 220 pages  Item 719  $19.95

Fundamentals of Electricity, 
Volumes 1 & 2

PowerPoint Presentations

Overhead and Underground Materials

p

Watch Our Videos 
Online Anytime at 
www.AlexanderPublications.com 
and access Mr. Hotwire for 
answers to your T&D Questions. 
See page 2 for details.

Only $19/month

www.AlexanderPublications.com 

to your T&D Questions. 

Instructors: Use these PowerPoints to show
apprentices what T&D equipment looks like.
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Transformer Connection 
Diagrams 
• Full-size for easy reading
• Phases are color-coded
• Vectors and physical connections
• Informative notes on each
This book is a supplement to 
Transformers for Linemen (above). 
It delivers connection diagrams not 
included in that book. Includes: three 
transformers connected wye-wye, 
delta-delta, wye-delta, and delta-wye; 

two transformers connected open delta-open delta, and open-
wye-open delta. 24 connection diagrams. 8½" x 11" 30 pages  
Item 845  $20

Vector Diagrams for 
Linemen 
• Draw vectors quickly, confi dently
• Only 5 steps to remember
• Learn vectors and physical wiring
• Always wire up banks safely
Drawing vectors is easy when you 
eliminate the engineering fluff and 
focus on what linemen need to know. 
After you get this book you’ll ask 
yourself, “Is that all there is to it?”. 

The answer is, “Yes, it’s that easy.” The simple procedures 
explained here work for all configurations of transformers. 
Color diagrams make learning easy. 8½" × 11"  30 pages  
Item 516  $29

Transformers

Transformers for Linemen
• Theory, practice, fi eld installations
• Pre-installation safety checks
• Transformer connection diagrams
• Vector diagrams made easy
Here’s everything you need to know about transformers: 
basic concepts and construction, nameplates, pre-installation 
checks, single-phase connections, fusing, grounding, 
load checks, vector diagrams, delta and wye connections, 
how to energize transformers safely, paralleling banks, 
troubleshooting, The emphasis is on overhead transformers 
but padmount transformers are covered too. Color photos 
and diagrams. Organized into 18 chapters, each chapter 
covers one specific topic. This reference is also a safety 
manual. It identifies common mistakes lineman can make, 
some with tragic consequences. Instructor aids available. 
8½" × 11"  184 pages  Item 730  $79

Transformers for Linemen

36

Transformer Nameplates
Every transformer has a manufacturer’s nameplate with information about that transformer including 
the rating of the primary (high-voltage) winding, rating of the secondary (low-voltage) winding, and 
the polarity of the transformer.

HV TAP POSITION
100%
97.5%
95%

92.5%
90%

1 OR A
2 OR B
3 OR C
4 OR D
5 OR E

– NON-PCB MINERAL OIL –
WHEN MANUFACTURED CONTAINED

LESS THAN 1PPM PCB

GAL 11%IZ WT 202  LBHV AL 95 BIL

H
V

CUST
I.D.

L
V

10  60   HZ
CLASS OA

READ INSTALLATION AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS  S201-10-1

LV AL 50 BIL 65°  C RISE
A D D  P O L . 1.8

E       211072   05W5

7200  /   12470Y
120/240 CP123456790

000000556
MFG DATE  AUG 98MS 85°C

NOTES:

C
A
T

S
E
R

M
F
G

K
V
A

TK

5

CP

C B C B
DA D IA

x1x2x3 x1

H1 H2

x2x3

SW

1

4

5

6

7

2 9

14

3
10

11

12

13

8

1 HV - Rating of the high-voltage (primary) winding. The low number (7200) is the voltage this transformer needs to have 
applied at its primary bushings as input, to produce the rated secondary voltage (120/240 volts) as output. 7200 is the 
voltage required by this transformer. On nameplates for padmount transformers and single-bushing overhead transformers, 
the low number appears last instead of first.
The high number (12470Y) is the voltage which needs to be applied between two primary transformer coils when this 
transformer is used in a wye-connected bank. 12470 divided by 1.73, is 7200. 

2 LV - Rating of the low-voltage (secondary) winding. This transformer delivers 120 and 240 volts.

3 SER –  Serial number, for inventory tracking purposes.

4 HV –  High-voltage windings are aluminum with 95 BIL insulation.

5 LV –  Low-voltage windings are aluminum with 50 BIL insulation.

6 1f 60 HZ –  Single phase, 60 hertz.

7 Class OA –  Oil filled,  air cooled without fans.

8 Tap positions on the high-voltage winding.

9 KVA –  This transformer is rated 5 kVA. 

10 ADD POL. –  This transformer has additive polarity. If it is banked or paralleled,  the polarity of the other transformers must 
be considered. 

11 %Z –  Percent impedance. If this transformer is banked or paralleled, the impedance of the other transformers must be very 
close to 1.8%.

12 WT –  Weight, for rigging considerations.

13 GAL –  Oil capacity.

14 The schematic shows this transformer primary has a switch, SW, which allows adjusting the voltage across the primary 
winding in the five steps shown in the table, HV TAP POSITION. The secondary of the transformer has two coils which can 
be connected in series or in parallel. At the lower left, the secondary coils are connected in series. This provides 120 volts 
between X1 and X2 and between X2 and X3, and 240 volts between X1 and X3. At the lower right, the coils are connected 
in parallel. This provides only 120 volts and not 240 volts, but it can deliver twice as much current, compared with the 
other connection. Here, the secondary coils are connected to X1 and X2, and X3 is abandoned. Some utilities connect the 
secondary coils to X1 and X3, and abandon X2.

Figure 5-1. Transformer nameplate data.

winding in the five steps shown in the table, HV TAP POSITION. The secondary of the transformer has two coils which can 
be connected in series or in parallel. At the lower left, the secondary coils are connected in series. This provides 120 volts 
between X1 and X2 and between X2 and X3, and 240 volts between X1 and X3. At the lower right, the coils are connected 
in parallel. This provides only 120 volts and not 240 volts, but it can deliver twice as much current, compared with the 
other connection. Here, the secondary coils are connected to X1 and X2, and X3 is abandoned. Some utilities connect the 
secondary coils to X1 and X3, and abandon X2.

Figure 5-1. Transformer nameplate data.

Three-Phase Transformer Bank Connections

129

X2

Primary Voltage Vectors

Secondary Voltage Vectors

C

c

T1 T2

T3

T1
T2

T3

H1 H2H1 H2H1

T1

X4

+ + +

X1

H2

T2 T3

A D

X4 X1

A D

X4 X1

A DBBC B CC

a

b

c

n

B

n

A

a

b

N

A

B

C

120/208/240 Secondary Voltages

a-n _____ volts a-b _____ volts

b-n _____ volts a-c _____ volts

c-n _____ volts b-c _____ volts

120

120

208

240

240

240

240/416/480 Secondary Voltages

a-n _____ volts a-b _____ volts

b-n _____ volts a-c _____ volts

c-n _____ volts b-c _____ volts

240

240

416

480

480

480

• The secondary coils in each transformer are connected in series.

• The transformer carrying the single-phase load  (T1) usually has the highest kVA 
rating. 

• The grounding strap on the lighting transformer (T1) is typically used, but not by all 
utilities. Check with Engineering. The grounding straps on the two power 
transformers must be removed to prevent a short circuit.  

• The 208 volt or 416 volt leg is typically used only for special situations. 
These voltages are referred to as the high leg or wild leg. 

• For 240-volt banks, the secondary winding of each transformer is rated 
120/240 volts. 

• For 480-volt banks, the secondary winding of each 
transformer is rated 240/480 volts.

X2 X3 X3 X2 X3

Figure 15-3. Delta-delta bank, 120/240/208 volts, 0o displacement.

be connected in series or in parallel. At the lower left, the secondary coils are connected in series. This provides 120 volts 
between X1 and X2 and between X2 and X3, and 240 volts between X1 and X3. At the lower right, the coils are connected 
in parallel. This provides only 120 volts and not 240 volts, but it can deliver twice as much current, compared with the 
other connection. Here, the secondary coils are connected to X1 and X2, and X3 is abandoned. Some utilities connect the 
secondary coils to X1 and X3, and abandon X2.

Figure 5-1. Transformer nameplate data.

36
Transformers for Linemen

66

Compression connector

Short length of copper wire

Insulinks, necessary only when
splicing copper to aluminum wires

Neutral

Compression connectors

High voltage primary

Wedge grip clamp

Triplex service

Figure 8-15. Triplex services from a single-phase transformer on a deadend pole, without a secondary rack

30 in.

Neutral drop to be #4 copper continuous from transformer
bushing to system neutral and connected to neutral
with compression connector.

Compression connectors

10 in.
minimum

Mounting bracket may be used 
for increased clearance to pole.

Figure 8-16. Single-phase installation from on a deadend pole, with a secondary rack.

36

Three-Phase Transformer Bank Connections

A

B

Transformer Connections 
Worksheets 
• Classroom practice sheets
• Practical in the fi eld
• Wire up banks safely
Use these worksheets to practice 
drawing vectors and wiring up pole-
mounted transformers. Sketch the 
primary vectors, secondary vectors, 
and the physical connections on these 
precise pre-printed diagrams. Use 

these worksheets in the classroom, or at job briefings in the 
field. Pad with 50 worksheets. 8½" × 11"  Item 821 $20

Primary Vector Diagram

Secondary Vector Diagram

Measured Line-to-Line Primary Voltage

_______________volts

Transformer Nameplates

Polarity:  _______________

Primary volts: _______________

Secondary volts: _______________

Secondary 
coils in:

Series

Parallel

Vector Diagram Worksheet

Customer Needs

Secondary Voltages  1, 2, or 3 Phases Measured Line-to-Line

#821 © 2016 Alexander Publications. All rights reserved.   •   www.alexanderpublications.com   •   1-800-992-3031

Transformer Connections Worksheet

Transformer Training Program
•  Lineman-friendly presentation
•  Packed with practical examples
•  No prior training assumed
• 652 illustrations
Linemen throughout 
the midwest learned 
everything they 
needed to know about 
transformers from 
this training program, 
developed and taught by 
Gordon Solee. 
Book: 8½" × 11" 198 pages  
Item 729  $29
Disks: 652 slides, 95 minutes of audio  Item 729D  $195

No prior training assumed

Books

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com
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It’s Your Choice 
This training video shows the safe ways 
to re-energize a transformer after its 
protective fuse has blown. It also shows 
what can happen when you do it wrong: 
the transformer explodes into a column 
of fire. After watching this, you’ll forever 
choose a safe method.
12½ minute video  Watch Online / DVD IYC-TRN  $95

Transformers

Distribution Transformer Handbook
•  Key concepts explained, illustrated
•  Color-coded connection diagrams
•  Step-by-step installation procedures
•  Important transformer formulas
• How to check the kVA load
• Safety tips, work clearances

Distribution Transformer Handbook helps you Distribution Transformer Handbook helps you Distribution Transformer Handbook
install overhead and padmount transformers 
quickly and safely – and it delivers loads of practical information with 
informative illustrations, connection diagrams, tables and examples. This 
go-anywhere quick-reference field guide helps everyone who works with 
distribution transformers become more productive. 5" × 7"  84 pages  
Item 774 $19.95

Quantity Discounts
 Qty. % Discount Price

1 - 24 0% $19.95
 25 - 49 10% 17.96
 50 - 99 20% 15.96
 100 - 499 30% 13.97
 500 up 32.2% 13.53

Quantity Discounts

Basic Transformer Knowledge
• Transformers, simplifi ed 
• Parts of a transformer
• How bushings are labeled
•  Interactive knowledge test
This interactive training tool is an 
excellent primer on distribution 
transformers. It explains how transformers 
work, using detailed schematics and cut-away 
drawings. Colorful graphics show transformer polarity, turns 
ratio, tap changers, and how to read nameplates. 
69 slides  DVD TRA-CBT $95

Videos and Related Books
Transformer Connections 1
Shows common types of 
overhead transformers and 
how they are connected. Covers 
single-phase, three-phase delta-
delta and wye-wye installations. 
Watch Online / TC1-DVD $145 / 
TC1-STU $15 / TC1-INS $15

Transformer Connections 2
Demonstrates transformer con-
nections for delta-wye, wye-delta, 
open delta-delta, open-wye-delta. 
Uses phasor diagrams to explain 
angular displacement. 
Watch Online / TC2-DVD $145 / 
TC2-STU $15 / TC2-INS $15

Transformer Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting single-phase and three-phase transformers. 
How to identify, isolate, and test for a faulted transformer. 
Covers conventional and CSP transformers.
Item TTR-DVD $145 / TTR-STU $15 / TTR-INS $15

Pole Top Transformer Replacement 
Shows basic procedures to safely disconnect, remove, reinstall, 
reconnect poletop transformers. Replacing transformers 
without interrupting service to customers. 
Watch Online / PTR-DVD $145 / PTR-STU $15 / PTR-INS $15

prime

work, using detailed schematics and cut-away 

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or 
Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Book

PowerPoint Presentation

7
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Nameplates
Each transformer has a manufacturer’s nameplate, also called a 
data plate, with important technical information. When installing 
a transformer, you need to know its high voltage rating (HV), low 
voltage rating (LV), and polarity (POL).

The nameplate shown here is for an overhead single-phase trans-
former. 

HV TAP POSITION
100%
97.5%
95%

92.5%
90%

1 OR A
2 OR B
3 OR C
4 OR D
5 OR E

– NON-PCB MINERAL OIL –
WHEN MANUFACTURED CONTAINED

LESS THAN 1PPM PCB

GAL 11%IZ WT 202  LBHV AL 95 BIL

H
V

CUST
I.D.

L
V

10  60   HZ
CLASS OA

READ INSTALLATION AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS  S201-10-1

LV AL 50 BIL 65ϒ C RISE
A D D  P O L . 1.8

E       211072   05W5

7200  /   12470Y
120/240 CP123456790

000000556
MFG DATE  AUG 98MS 85ϒC

NOTES:

C
A
T

S
E
R

M
F
G

K
V
A

TK

5

CP

C B C B
DA D IA

x1x2x3 x1

H1 H2

x2x3

SW

1

4

5

6

7

2 9

14

3
10

11

12

13

8

1 HV – High-voltage (primary) winding. The low number (7200) 
is the voltage across the primary coil. If this transformer is 
installed in a wye bank, 7200 is the voltage from line to neutral 
and the high number (12470) is the voltage from line to line. If 
this transformer is installed in a delta bank, 7200 is the voltage 
from line to line. Note: On nameplates for padmount trans-
formers and single-bushing overhead transformers, the low 
number appears last instead of first.

2 LV – Low-voltage (secondary) winding delivers 120 and 240 
volts.
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Padmount Transformer Installations
The transformers illustrated here are typical, but many different 
configurations exist.

All padmount transformers have primary connections on the left 
side of the panel, secondary connections on the right. 

75kVA rating
Company ID

Landscaping
suggestions

Grid number

Warning High Voltage
Secondary
voltage

Used on reduced
flammablity
transformers only

Removable sill 

Flip-top hood
opens 180°

NEMA safety labels

Lock

Lock mechanism

Eye for padlock

X1

X3
H1B

H1A

Removable ground strap

Low voltage threaded
stud bushings

Fill plug

Pressure relief valve

Tank ground provision

Drain plug

High voltage
bushing wells

Parking stand for 
elbow connectors

Externally accessible
expulsion fuse
with drip cup

X3

X1

X2

H1B

H1A

X2

Single-phase minipad transformer labeling.

75kVA rating
Company ID

Landscaping
suggestions

Grid number

Warning High Voltage
Secondary
voltage

Used on reduced
flammablity
transformers only

Removable sill 

Flip-top hood
opens 180°

NEMA safety labels

Lock

Lock mechanism

Eye for padlock

X1

X3
H1B

H1A

Removable ground strap

Low voltage threaded
stud bushings

Fill plug

Pressure relief valve

Tank ground provision

Drain plug

High voltage
bushing wells

Parking stand for 
elbow connectors

Externally accessible
expulsion fuse
with drip cup

X3

X1

X2

H1B

H1A

X2

Single-phase minipad transformer layout.

Single-phase minipad transformer labeling

Single-phase minipad transformer layout
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Voltage Protection
Arresters protect transformers from high voltage spikes, such as 
lightning. If lightning strikes a power pole or line, it seeks the easiest 
path to ground, which could be through a transformer. 

Arresters create a safe, low-resistance path for lightning to get to 
ground, that bypasses the transformer. Lightning strikes can exceed 
one million volts, so the connections at the arrester must be tight, and 
the ground wire properly sized for surge currents that accompany 
these high voltages. 

Cutout

resting on a transformer
primary wire and shorting a 
high-side line to ground

Fuse opens the primary line
when current is excessive

Allows excessive tank pressure 
to escape to the atmosphere

Pressure relief valve

Transformer protective devices.

Voltage Protection
Arresters protect transformers from high voltage spikes, such as 
lightning. If lightning strikes a power pole or line, it seeks the easiest 
path to ground, which could be through a transformer. 

Arresters create a safe, low-resistance path for lightning to get to 
ground, that bypasses the transformer. Lightning strikes can exceed 
one million volts, so the connections at the arrester must be tight, and 
the ground wire properly sized for surge currents that accompany 
these high voltages. 

resting on a transformer
primary wire and shorting a 
high-side line to ground

Transformer protective devices
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Primary Voltage VectorsMeasured line-to-line primary voltage: 7,200 volts.

Secondary coils are in parallel.

Secondary Voltage Vectors

Delta - Wye   
7,200 to 120, 208 Volts
30° phase displacement

N

A
B

C

H1

T1
+

T2
+

T3
+

X3 X1

H2 H1

X3 X1

H2H1

X3X2 X2X2 X1

H2

a

b

c

n

Transformer Nameplate Data
Polarity: Additive
Primary volts: 7,200/12,460Y
Secondary volts: 120/240

Customer Needs
120 volts: a to n, b to n, c to n
208 volts: a to b, b to c, c to a

n

a

X3 X2

X2

X2

X3
X3

X1

X1

X1

c

b

A H2

H2

H2

H1

H1

H1

C

B

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

x1x3

Best
 Seller

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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publications Overhead Distribution

Basic Concepts
Distribution
The building blocks of distribution systems. Distribution lines 
and layouts. Transformers, capacitors, voltage regulators, 
protective devices, sectionalizers.  
Watch Online / DIS-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15

Overhead Distribution Systems
Teaches the layout of typical overhead distribution systems. 
How to identify circuits and poletop hardware in the field. 
Introduces delta and wye systems.
Watch Online / ODS-DVD $145 / ODS-STU $15 / ODS-INS $15

Safety in Overhead Line Maintenance
Basic safety principles and practices applicable to work on 
overhead lines. Care and use of safety equipment. Inspecting a 
pole for rot. Conducting a poletop rescue.
Watch Online / SOL-DVD $145 / SOL-STU $15 / SOL-INS $15

Distribution Line Safety
Practices that protect maintenance workers if lines accidentally 
become energized. Explains terms: energized, isolated, 
de-energized, equipotential zone.
Watch Online / DLS-DVD $145 / DLS-STU $15 / DLS-INS $15

Service Installation
How to make residential service installations from overhead 
and underground lines. Single-phase and three-phase services. 
Demon strates meter socket safety checks.
Watch Online / SCO-DVD $145 / SCO-STU $15 / SCO-INS $15

Pole Top Equipment and Replacement
Pole Top Equipment and Replacement 1
Safe work practices for replacing cutouts, switches, 
sectionalizers, and reclosers. Also covers routine maintenance 
of poletop switches.  
Watch Online / PT1-DVD $145 / PT1-STU $15 / PT1-INS $15

Pole Top Equipment and Replacement 2
How poletop capacitors and voltage regulators work. How to 
detect problems in them and how to replace them.  
Watch Online / PT2-DVD $145 / PT2-STU $15 / PT2-INS $15

PowerPoint Presentations
Overhead Materials
These four PowerPoints – Overhead 
Materials, Overhead Conductors, Compression 
Connectors, Fused Sectionalizers – show the 
basic components used to build overhead 
distribution lines: poles, insulators, wire, 
conductors, connectors, cut-outs, fuses, 
arresters, guys, transformers. 121 slides.  
Item OHM-SKL $95

Line Repair and Replacement
Distribution Line Replacement
This video covers reconductoring. How to install new 
conductors, energize them, transfer the load from the old line 
to the new line, and remove the old conductors.
Watch Online / DLR-DVD $145 / DLR-STU $15 / DLR-INS $15

Distribution Line Installation and Removal
How to replace an old line with a new one. How to pull and 
sag a new line running parallel to an existing line, energize it, 
then de-energize and remove the old line.
Watch Online / DLI-DVD $145 / DLI-STU $15 / DLI-INS $15

Distribution Line Repair (Hot Sticks)
How to work on energized lines, using hot sticks. Demonstrates 
working with hot sticks by replacing dead-end crossarms with 
the lines energized. Compare with Item DLG.
Watch Online / DLH-DVD $145 / DLH-STU $15 / DLH-INS $15

Automatic Conductor Splices 
Shows step-by-step procedures for installing 
an automatic splice on an overhead 
conductor. Includes informative close-up 
shots, slow-motion and cut-aways to show 
what happens inside when a splice is made. 
Also covers what not to do when installing not to do when installing not
these permanent splices. 9 minutes  
DVD ACS-SKL  $95

Troubleshooting 
Overhead Troubleshooting 1
Basic troubleshooting steps that can pinpoint common overhead 
system problems. Gathering information, locating the problem, 
making repairs, documentation.
Watch Online / OT1-DVD $145 / OT1-STU $15 / OT1-INS $15

Overhead Troubleshooting 2
Troubleshooting under emergency conditions. Communications 
network organization. Prioritizing repairs. Safety 
considerations.  
Watch Online / OT2-DVD $145 / OT2-STU $15 / OT2-INS $15

Troubleshooting Overhead Lines
How to go about patrolling 
overhead lines. Finding 
structure problems, damaged 
hardware, broken conductors and 
insulators, actual and developing 
obstructions to lines.
Watch Online / TOL-DVD $145 / TOL-STU $15 / TOL-INS $15

Videos and Related Books

prime

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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publications

Cover-Up Images
This disk has all the photos in the Overhead 
Cover-up book, as slides. Show these 
PowerPoint slides in class to supplement 
learning from the book. Each slide has 
editable speaker notes, and the entire slide 
presentation can be customized to fit your 
local work practices.
Item ALL-COV  Item ALL-COV  Item ALL-COV $95

Overhead Distribution
Overhead Cover-up
•  How to inspect rubber gloves, blankets
•  Step-by-step cover-up procedures
•  Color photos
•  Practical safety training
Here are approved step-by-step procedures to safely 
install and remove cover-up. Learn how to replace 
insulators, arresters, brackets and switches, and to 
transfer distribution conductors to another pole 
while in an energized environment.  8½" × 11"  106 
pages  Item 848  $79

91

Transfer a Three-Phase Horizontal

 Re-tie the conductor on the new pole. Make 
sure the tie pad is centered with the opening turned 
away from the insulator. Again, maintain positive 

Slack off the strain on the conductor head 
and remove the conductor from the conductor 

Step 19 . Cover the energized conductor with a pin 
hood on the insulator and conductor.

Step 20 . Remove cover from paths to ground. Remove 
the split blankets from the brackets and the blankets 
from the poles.

Step 21 . On the other (field) side of the pole, install 
split blankets on both fiberglass brackets, and install 
blankets on both poles to cover all paths to ground 
in the work area. Pole guards may be used in place of 
blankets on poles.

Step 22 . Pre-start the formed wire tie.

 Re-tie the conductor on the new pole. Make 
sure the tie pad is centered with the opening turned 
away from the insulator. Again, maintain positive 
control of the tie-wire.

Slack off the strain on the conductor head 
and remove the conductor from the conductor 

29

Change an Insulator on a Dead-End Pole

Chapter

3

Change an Insulator on a Dead-End Pole
This task involves changing out a damaged insulator at a dead-end pole.

Cover and uncover in the order that provides you the most clearance.

Use a collar rope or an endless nylon sling and a link stick on the pole to attach the strap hoist to the pole. 

Avoid sudden or jerky moves when picking up or slacking off of a strap hoist.

Watch the mid-span clearance when moving the conductor.

Use caution when handling broken porcelain insulators.

 Hang the handline on the pole at the neutral 
Step 2 . Cover all conductors and paths to ground in 
the work area.

 Re-tie the conductor on the new pole. Make 
sure the tie pad is centered with the opening turned 
away from the insulator. Again, maintain positive 
control of the tie-wire.

Slack off the strain on the conductor head 
and remove the conductor from the conductor 

Change an Insulator on a Dead-End Pole
This task involves changing out a damaged insulator at a dead-end pole.

Cover and uncover in the order that provides you the most clearance.

Use a collar rope or an endless nylon sling and a link stick on the pole to attach the strap hoist to the pole. 

Avoid sudden or jerky moves when picking up or slacking off of a strap hoist.

Watch the mid-span clearance when moving the conductor.

Use caution when handling broken porcelain insulators.

 Hang the handline on the pole at the neutral 

20

General Safe Work Practices

Wear a hard hat when engaged in or in the area of construction, reconstruction, operation, or main-
tenance work, and in any area where there is a possibility of head injury due to falling objects or 
head-contact with energized conductors.

Wear a hard hat when doing yard work or loading or unloading material with a boom. 

Hard hats must be approved by your employer and worn as recommended by the manufacturer. 
Frequently inspect your hard hat and suspension for physical damage and deterioration.  

Keep your hard hat clean to preserve its electrical insulating integrity. Make no alternations to the hard 
hat or suspension. No unapproved decals or stickers. 

Wear a flame resistant (FR) long sleeve shirt with the sleeves rolled down and buttoned, long pants, and 
boots, or other FR clothing as specified by company policy. Synthetic clothing (acetate, nylon, polyester, 
and rayon) must not be worn. All undergarments must be made of natural fibers.  

Do not wear rings, body jewelry, watches, ear rings, or loose-fitting clothing when climbing, working 
around rotating equipment, or in any energized area.  

Wear approved ANSI Z87.1 safety glasses during all work operations.

Wear a hair net when working around rotating equipment.  

Before Beginning Work
Check All Electrical Sources 

T&D systems have sensors that detect excessive current, then open the circuit to prevent further 
damage. These protective devices are mainly to protect equipment, but they also protect linemen who 
accidentally contact an energized phase conductor and ground, by reacting quickly and limiting the 
amount of time a high current can flow through the lineman’s body.  

Some protective devices lock open. Reclosers do not lock open. Reclosers opentemporarily, then close 
again because many system shorts are caused by temporary disturbances such as a tree branch blowing 
into a conductor. These are self-clearing problems that don’t need a crew sent to troubleshoot and solve. 
But when you’re working on an energized conductor, you want all system protection to lock out and 
stay out -- to not re-close and re-energize the circuit. 

So, before beginning work:

All trip circuits have been verified as operational.

All automatic reclosing devices (R switches) have been disabled and tagged.

• Control switch handles have been tagged or disabled.

Change an Insulator on a Dead-End Pole
This task involves changing out a damaged insulator at a dead-end pole.

Cover and uncover in the order that provides you the most clearance.

Use a collar rope or an endless nylon sling and a link stick on the pole to attach the strap hoist to the pole. 

Avoid sudden or jerky moves when picking up or slacking off of a strap hoist.

Watch the mid-span clearance when moving the conductor.

Use caution when handling broken porcelain insulators.

 Hang the handline on the pole at the neutral 

General Safe Work Practices
Body Protection
Head Protection

Wear a hard hat when engaged in or in the area of construction, reconstruction, operation, or main
tenance work, and in any area where there is a possibility of head injury due to falling objects or 
head-contact with energized conductors.

Wear a hard hat when doing yard work or loading or unloading material with a boom. 

Hard hats must be approved by your employer and worn as recommended by the manufacturer. 
Frequently inspect your hard hat and suspension for physical damage and deterioration.  

Keep your hard hat clean to preserve its electrical insulating integrity. Make no alternations to the hard 
hat or suspension. No unapproved decals or stickers. 

Wear a flame resistant (FR) long sleeve shirt with the sleeves rolled down and buttoned, long pants, and 
boots, or other FR clothing as specified by company policy. Synthetic clothing (acetate, nylon, polyester, 
and rayon) must not be worn. All undergarments must be made of natural fibers.  

Do not wear rings, body jewelry, watches, ear rings, or loose-fitting clothing when climbing, working 
around rotating equipment, or in any energized area.  

Wear approved ANSI Z87.1 safety glasses during all work operations.

Wear a hair net when working around rotating equipment.  

Before Beginning Work
Check All Electrical Sources 

T&D systems have sensors that detect excessive current, then open the circuit to prevent further 
damage. These protective devices are mainly to protect equipment, but they also protect linemen who 
accidentally contact an energized phase conductor and ground, by reacting quickly and limiting the 
amount of time a high current can flow through the lineman’s body.  

Some protective devices lock open. Reclosers do not lock open. Reclosers opentemporarily, then close 
again because many system shorts are caused by temporary disturbances such as a tree branch blowing 
into a conductor. These are self-clearing problems that don’t need a crew sent to troubleshoot and solve. 
But when you’re working on an energized conductor, you want all system protection to lock out and 
stay out -- to not re-close and re-energize the circuit. 

So, before beginning work:

All trip circuits have been verified as operational.

• All automatic reclosing devices (R switches) have been disabled and tagged.

Control switch handles have been tagged or disabled.

Videos and Related Books 

Rubber Glove Work
Distribution Line Repair (Gloves)
Working on energized lines, using rubber gloves. Demonstrates 
working with gloves by replacing dead-end crossarms with the lines 
energized. Compare with Item DLH.  
Watch Online / DLG-DVD $145 / DLG-STU $15 / DLG-INS $15

34.5 kV Rubber Glove Work
Identifies electrical hazards associated with work on 34.5 kV lines. 
Demonstrates safety equipment. Shows how to safely change out a 
crossarm, a lateral cutout.  
Watch Online / KVR-DVD $145 / KVR-STU $15 / KVR-INS $15

High Voltage Rubber Glove Techniques
How to inspect and test rubber gloves and blankets. 
Demonstrates safe work practices for workers in a bucket 
truck, rubber-gloving energized lines up to 36 kV. 30 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD RGT-SAF  $95

Books

prime

Tree Trimming
Tree Trimming 1
Tree trimming tools and equipment. Line clearance trimming, 
emergency trimming. Guidelines for avoiding electrical, 
physical, and property hazards.  
Watch Online / TT1-DVD $145 / TT1-STU $15 / TT1-INS $15

Tree Trimming 2
Safe procedures for trimming trees from a bucket truck, from a 
pole, from the ground, a ladder, a tree. Making step cuts, hinge 
cuts. Rigging techniques.  
Watch Online / TT2-DVD $145 / TT2-STU $15 / TT2-INS $15

Electrical Safety and Tree Trimming
Safety advice for arborists, linemen, and others who trim trees 
near energized lines. Includes basic concepts of electricity 
distribution systems. Demonstrates the care and use of live line 
tools. 22 minutes.  Watch Online / DVD STT-SAF  $95

Cover-Up
•  What to cover
•  When
•  Where
•  How
Use this interactive training tool to teach how to inspect and 
install rubber cover-up. Includes photos, narration, quizzes, 
and interactive screens. Practice your skills by dragging cover-
up items into place, on-screen. An advanced, educational 
training tool. 50 slides  Item DVD COV-CBT $95

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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publications Poles

Climbing Poles
• Informative full-color photos
• How to maintain climbing tools
• Planning the route
• Positioning hands and feet
• Climbing over objects 
Climbing Poles helps apprentices develop 
the skills they need to safely climb 
poles. It shows how to fit and maintain 
climbing tools, proper protective clothing 

to wear while climbing, and how to climb and descend wood 
poles, steel poles and lattice structures. More than 100 color 
photographs make learning easy. 5" × 7"  64 pages  
Item 502  $19 

Sharpen Your Hooks and Climbing Skills
This two-part DVD shows how 
to use a gaff gauge to measure 
gaffs, how to re-shape them 
by filing, and how to test gaffs 
using a plane test against a 
pole. It demonstrates how 
to sound a pole before 
climbing, plan a climbing 
path, climb, secure yourself 
at the work location, and 
descend. 15 minutes. 
DVD HOK-SKL  $95

Wood Poles: A User’s Guide to Inspection 
and Maintenance 

This might be the most informative video of wood pole 
structures ever made. It shows how poles are manufactured 
and treated, and how poles in the field can be damaged. 
Covers pole inspection tools, maintenance, and preservation. 
All backed by solid science. For linemen and pole inspectors. 
27 minutes. DVD WOD-OSU  $95

Climbing
Here are three PowerPoints that show how 
to safely climb wood poles and steel poles.
• Pole Climbing shows how to inspect and Pole Climbing shows how to inspect and Pole Climbing
adjust belts and climbers, proper hand and 
feet positions when climbing, how to move 
around on a pole, and how to descend. 
• Climbing Steel Poles shows procedures 
for climbing lattice structures and tubular steel poles.
• Climbing Exercises demonstrates on-pole exercises that build 
skill and confidence. 3 presentations, 110 editable slides.  
Item CLM-SKL $95

for climbing lattice structures and tubular steel poles.

The lineworker’s guide to tools and
techniques for climbing poles safely. 

Second Edition

Book PowerPoint Presentations

Videos and Related Books

prime

Watch Our Videos 
Online Anytime at 
www.AlexanderPublications.com 
and access Mr. Hotwire for 
answers to your T&D Questions. 
See page 2 for details.

Only $19/month

Climbing Wood Poles
Basic climbing techniques. 
Maneuvering on a pole. Wearing 
climbers. Sharpening, gauging, 
replacing gaffs. Crossarm instal-
lation for the new climber.  
Watch Online / CWP-DVD $145 / 
CWP-STU $15 / CWP-INS $15

Climbing Steel Poles and Towers
Working on steel poles and towers. Ascending and descending 
a tower. Avoiding climbing-
related hazards. Getting into 
position to do a job.  
Watch Online / CSP-DVD $145 
/ CSP-STU $15 / CSP-INS $15

www.AlexanderPublications.com 

to your T&D Questions. 
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publicationsPoles

Working With Poles

Setting and Replacing Poles
How to set a pole using power 
equipment, and manually if power 
equipment is not available. 
Replacing a pole with another in the 
same hole. Dealing with obstacles.  
Watch Online / SRP-DVD $145 / 
SRP-STU $15 / SRP-INS $15

Pole Framing and Guying
Describes how individual 
components are put together 
to frame a pole. Explains forces 
conductors exert on poles. 
Procedures for installing guy 
wires, anchors.  
Watch Online / PFG-DVD $145 / 
PFG-STU $15 / PFG-INS $15

Working on Distribution Poles
Shows how to replace secondary 
conductors, replace broken cros-
sarms, move energized conductors, 
install floating deadends.  
Watch Online / WDP-DVD $145 / 
WDP-STU $15 / WDP-INS $15

Fall Protection Equipment Inspection 
How to inspect a fall protection 
harness and lanyard, and how 
to inspect, adjust, and care for 
equipment that protects you 
from serious injury. Next, it 
demonstrates the proper way 
to pick up a harness and put it 
on. This video delivers lots of 
vital information. You’ll want to watch it more than once. 6 
minutes.  DVD FPE-SKL  $95

Pole Pulling Techniques
Using a derrick truck is an easy 
way to pull a pole, but it can 
also damage the truck if proper 
procedures are not followed. 
This video shows four methods 
of pulling a pole which can 
damage the truck. The video 
then demonstrates the correct 
procedures that protect the truck and get the job done right. 12 
minutes. DVD PPT-SKL  $95

Pole Safety

Safety in Overhead Line Maintenance
Basic safety principles and 
practices applicable to pole work 
on overhead lines. Care and use 
of safety equipment. Inspecting a 
pole for rot. Conducting a poletop 
rescue.  
Watch Online / SOL-DVD $145 / Watch Online / SOL-DVD $145 / Watch Online / SOL
SOL-STU $15 / SOL-INS $15

Safety in T&D Maintenance
Common hazards encountered 
when maintaining overhead lines, 
underground lines, substations, 
switchyards. Describes specific 
shock hazards, preventive 
equipment.  
Watch Online / STD-DVD $145 / 
STD-STU $15 / STD-INS $15

Safe Wooden Pole Handling
How to safely load poles onto a pole trailer, transport them 
to the job site, install a new pole, and remove an old pole. 20 
minutes. Watch Online / DVD WPH-SAF  $95

Rescue Techniques
Six videos. Each shows a rescue 
procedure: bucket truck rescue, 
pole top rescue, confined space 
rescue, tree rescue, tower rescue, 
and open water rescue. Each runs 
5 to 11 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD RES-SAF  $95

Pole Top Rescue
Demonstrates four separate one-
man rescues: a pole-top rescue of 
an unconscious worker, a pole-
top rescue of a conscious worker, 
a rescue from a bucket using a 
handline, and a rescue from a 
bucket using a boom strap. 17 
minutes. 
DVD PTR-SKL  $95

Videos and Related Books

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com
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Underground Distribution
• How to pull in cable
• Fusing padmount transformers 
• Entering confi ned spaces 
• How to cut, splice, and remove cable 
• Troubleshooting underground systems
Underground Distribution explains the job skills lineworkers 
and cable splicers need to safely install and maintain 
underground distribution systems. It covers field-proven 
practices for installing transformers, pulling cables, splicing 
cables, terminating cables, fusing lines, switching circuits, 
bonding and grounding, plus troubleshooting underground 
services. 389 informative illustrations.
8" × 10"  395 pages  Item 613  $89
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The pump can be used either as a vacuum pump or as a blower, depending on the
uation. The duct must never be sized by blowing the piston towards energized

equipment. Also, if the duct contains water, it is recommended that the pump be used as
blower rather than a vacuum pump, as the pump has limited holding capacity for the

The compressor method is used for heavy-duty jobs such as fishwiring of 4 inch and 5
inch feeder ducts over 300 feet in length. The compressor method uses a parachutefeeder ducts over 300 feet in length. The compressor method uses a parachutef
rather than a polyurethane foam piston for installing the fishline. The parachute is
connected to the fishline and blown through the duct.

Figure 4-3.  Fishwiring with a compressor.Figure 4-3.  Fishwiring with a compressor.Figure 4-3.  Fishwiring with a compressor

ParachuteFishline

Duct adapter
with air control tap

Duct

Air hose

Compressor

Blows

Figure 4-2a.  Fishwiring with a vacuum pump.

The pump can be used either as a vacuum pump or as a blower, depending on the
uation. The duct must never be sized by blowing the piston towards energized

equipment. Also, if the duct contains water, it is recommended that the pump be used as
a blower rather than a vacuum pump, as the pump has limited holding capacity for the
water.

Basic Concepts

Underground Residential Distribution
Introduction to URD systems. Typical circuit layouts. Shows 
system components: primary feeders, switches, protective 
devices, transformers, secondaries.  
Watch Online / UDS-DVD $145 / UDS-STU $15 / UDS-INS $15Watch Online / UDS-DVD $145 / UDS-STU $15 / UDS-INS $15Watch Online /

Underground Conduit
Covers the use and installation of popular types of conduit: 
PVC and fiberglass, concrete envelope, coated steel pipe, oil-
filled steel pipe.  
Watch Online / UGCWatch Online / UGCWatch Online / -DVD $145 / UGC-STU $15 / UGC-INS $15

Underground Cable Installation
Covers installation of direct-burial cable and cable in conduit. 
Demonstrates pulling cable between two manholes, into build-
ings. Also, how to remove cable.  
Watch Online / UCI-DVWatch Online / UCI-DVWatch Online / D $145 / UCI-STU $15 / UCI-INS $15

Safety in Underground Line Maintenance
Topics include: work area safety, tools and test equipment, 
shoring, atmospheric testing, respiratory protection, vault 
emergency. 
Watch Online / SUL-DVD Watch Online / SUL-DVD Watch Online / $145 / SUL-STU $15 / SUL-INS $15

Safety and Underground 
Systems
Demonstrates safe work practices 
that apply to underground 
distribution systems. Explains 
loop and radial systems. 
Demonstrates correct procedures 
for disconnecting a submersible transformer from an energized 
circuit. Shows how to use switchgear to isolate a damaged 
cable. 26 minutes. Watch Online / DVD SUG-SAF  $95

URD Troubleshooting
How to locate and isolate faults quickly, so power can be 
restored to customers. Troubleshooting URD transformer 
faults, cable faults.  
Watch Online / URD-DVD $145 / URD-STU $15 / URD-INS $15

Service Installation
How to make residential service installations from overhead 
and underground lines. Single-phase and three-phase services. 
Demonstrates meter socket safety checks.  
Watch Online / SCOWatch Online / SCOWatch Online / -DVD $145 / SCO-STU $15 / SCO-INS $15

Transformers, Switchgear

Pad-Mounted Transformers and Switchgear
Describes the construction and features of pad-mounted 
transformers and switchgear. Includes installation procedures 
and operational checks.  
Watch Online / PMT-DVD $145 / PMT-STU $15 / PMT-INS $15

Underground Residential Distribution 
Transformers
Troubleshooting a power outage. Using circuit diagrams to locate 
the suspected transformer(s). Isolating, testing, disconnecting, and 
replacing a transformer.  
Watch Online / URT-DVD $145 / URT-STU $15 / URT-INS $15

Book

Videos and Related Books

prime

Underground Materials
This PowerPoint presentation is a guided 
tour of the important components of 
underground distribution systems. 
The emphasis is on the above-ground 
equipment linemen access regularly: 
padmount transformers, bushings, elbows, 
fuses, grounds, fault indicators, cable 
connections, grounds, switching cubicles, 

controls. 78 editable slides.  Item UGM-SKL  $95

PowerPoint Presentation

pr
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The Cable Splicer’s Handbook
•  Medium voltage splices, terminations 
•  How to strip insulation
•  Photos of bad splices
•  Building a stress cone
This comprehensive reference shows the right ways to splice 
and terminate medium voltage underground cables. Includes 
heat-shrink, cold-shrink, and slide-on splices and terminations 
for dielectric cables. PLIC splices and terminations are also 
covered. Prepares you for certification by the National Cable 
Splicing Certification Board. 
8½" × 11"  145 pages  Item 517  $79

Videos are available to support learning from this book. Go to 
www.alexanderpublications.com. The product page describing 
The Cable Splicer’s Handbook has links to the video products.The Cable Splicer’s Handbook has links to the video products.The Cable Splicer’s Handbook

The Cable Splicer’s Handbook

68

Conductor sizeConductor size

Torque Torque 
key sizekey size
Torque 

key size
Torque Torque 

key size
Torque 

Manufacturer’s 
part number

Suitable for AL or CU

key size

Manufacturer’s 

Figure 5-19. A typical shear bolt connector. A typical shear bolt connector . A typical shear bolt connector

Shear bolt connectors are factory-supplied with metal inserts or plastic rings, so one connector 
size can accommodate several sizes of conductors. Metal inserts allow for a straight entry of the 
cable which then lays flat on the insert. 

Insert
Insert

Insert

Cable lays flat on insert

Smaller conductor
with insert

Figure 5-20. Shear bolt connector with metal insert.

If the connector has plastic rings, pre-bend or kink the cable before sliding it into the connector.

Figure 5-21. Lug with plastic centering rings.

Installing Shear Bolt Connectors
1. Read the manufacturer’s instructions. They cover the acceptable conductor sizes, strip length 

for the cable, bolt tightening methods and sequence (sequences are different for different 
connectors and different manufacturers), and socket size. 

2. If the connector did not come with a thin layer of oxide inhibitor, apply the manufacturer’s 
recommended inhibitor, uniformly covering the conductor. Most aluminum shear bolt 
connectors are prefilled with oxide inhibitor. 

Cable Fault Locating
Cable Fault Location 1
How capacitive discharge and voltage gradient equipment is 
used to locate faults in underground cables. Demonstrations 
with primary and secondary cables.  
Watch Online / CF1-DVD $145 / CF1-STU $15 / CF1-INS $15

Cable Fault Location 2
Teaches how tracer current equipment locates faults in 
duct-lay cable, and how a high-voltage bridge locates faults 
(approximately) in pipe-type cable.  
Watch Online / CF2-DVD $145 / CF2-STU $15 / CF2-INS $15

Cable Fault Locating, Radar 1
Explains the operating principles of a radar cable fault locator. 
Shows how the locator can be used with a thumper to test a 
section of underground cable.  
Watch Online / RF1-DVD $145 / RF1-STU $15 / RF1-INS $15

Cable Fault Locating, Radar 2 
A continuation of RF1. Shows how a radar cable fault locator 
is used to narrow down, then pinpoint the location of an 
underground cable fault.  
Watch Online / RF2-DVD $145 / RF2-STU $15 / RF2-INS $15

Primary Cable Fault Locating 
Describes the four categories of primary underground cable 
faults and how each occurs. 
Demonstrates the equipment used 
to locate each type of fault. 
24 minutes.  
Watch Online / DVD PCF-SAF  $95

Cable Splicing, Terminations
Cable Splicing 1
Covers cable preparation, voltage stress and stress relief. 
Demonstrates a variety of heat-shrink and cold-shrink splices 
on primary and secondary cables.  
Watch Online / CS1-DVD $145 / CS1-STU $15 / CS1-INS $15

Cable Splicing 2
How to splice paper-insulated lead-covered (PILC) cable. 
Demonstrates proper cable preparation and several splices of 
PILC cables.  
Watch Online / CS2-DVD $145 / CS2-STU $15 / CS2-INS $15

Cable Terminations
Introduction to cable terminations. How to mitigate voltage 
stress, ground a termination. Demonstrates these terminations: 
tape, elbow, porcelain, rubber cable, PILC. 
Watch Online / CTE-DVD $145 / CTE-STU $15 / CTE-INS $15

Cables and Conductors 2
Overview of splicing and terminating high-voltage cables. How 
to relieve voltage stress, dissipate static charge. Step-by-step 
procedures for cables with XLP and EPR insulation. 
Watch Online / CC2-DVD $145 / CC2-STU $15 / CC2-INS $15

Cable Splicing Safety
Contractor Safety - Preventing 
Electrical Injuries
This safety video warns contractors of hazards when working 
near power lines. It includes an arresting interview with 
Dennis Gleason, PECO lineman and burn survivor, who tells 
and shows what can happen if you do not follow all safety 
procedures when splicing underground cables. 20 minutes. 
DVD CON-BRN  $95

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Videos and Related Books

prime

Book
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Vehicles
Here are 12 PowerPoint presentations, each with practical 

information on vehicles linemen use in 
the field: Digger Derrick D845, Ditch 
Witch 7610, John Deere backhoe, and 
Combination Pole and Materials (CPM) 
trailer. Shorter presentations cover 
hydraulic principles, truck tools, boom load 
charts, and hand signals. 306 slides.  
Item VEH-SKL  $95

Bucket Trucks

Bucket Trucks 1
This video assumes no prior experience with bucket trucks. 
Covers the main parts of a bucket truck. Hydraulic systems. 
Safety features. Pre-use inspections.  
Watch Online / BT1-DVD $145 / BT1-STU $15 / BT1-INS $15

Bucket Trucks 2
How to position a bucket truck, stabilize it with outriggers at 
a rural site, at an intersection. Maneuvering the bucket and 
boom. Using a handline from a bucket. 
Watch Online / BT2-DVD $145 / BT2-STU $15 / BT2-INS $15

Bucket Truck Safety
Performing a pre-use inspection. Avoiding truck shock hazards. 
Emergency boom lowering. Bucket truck rescues. 
Watch Online / BTS-DVD $145 / BTS-STU $15 / BTS-INS $15

Basic Hydraulics for Utilities
Covers the hydraulic systems that lift buckets on trucks. 
Describes how they work and the functions of each key 
component. Demonstrates pre-trip truck inspections and safety 
checks. Includes practical advice for truck operators. 
24 minutes.  Watch Online / DVD BHU-SAF $95

Material Handling Bucket Trucks

Material Handling Bucket Trucks
How to position material handling bucket trucks. Covers 
lift capacity. Winch, jib, and lifting attachments. How to lift 
transformers, conductors. 
Watch Online / MHB-DVD $145 / MHB-STU $15 / MHB-INS $15

Materials Handling Bucket Truck Safety
Safety considerations for workers who use bucket trucks to lift 
materials. How to position the truck, plan the lift, carry out the 
lift. Includes safety tips for operators. 23 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD MHB-SAF  $95

PowerPoint Presentations

Videos and Related Books

prime

Derricks

Hydraulic Derricks and Digging Equipment
Introduction to derricks, backhoes, 
trenchers. Covers the capabilities, 
major working parts, controls, 
typical jobs, and safe operation of 
each machine. 
Watch Online / HDD-DVD $145 / 
HDD-STU $15 / HDD-INS $15

Pole Pulling Techniques
Using a derrick truck is an easy 
way to pull a pole, but it can 
also damage the truck if proper 
procedures are not followed. 
This video shows four methods 
of pulling a pole which can 
damage the truck. The video then 
demonstrates the correct procedures that protect the truck and 
get the job done right. 
12 minutes.  DVD PPT-SKL  $95

Rescue

Pole Top Rescue 
Demonstrates four separate one-
man rescues: a pole-top rescue of 
an unconscious worker, a pole-
top rescue of a conscious worker, 
a rescue from a bucket using a 
handline, and a rescue from a 
bucket using a boom strap. 17 
minutes. 
DVD PTR-SKL $95

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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The Lineworker’s Rigging Handbook
• Step-by-step splicing techniques
• Estimating tension on lines, guys
• Using slings to lift transformers
• Choosing fi ber rope, wire cable
The Lineworker’s Rigging Handbook explains the practical 
skills you need to make rigging tasks simpler and safer. 
Covers the best ways to lift transformers, splice ropes, raise 
conductors, erect poles, choose fittings, terminate guys and 
hoist heavy equipment.
 Informative illustrations, diagrams and practical examples 
make learning easy. Here’s everything you need to become an 
expert rigger. 8" × 10"  264 pages  Item 610  $49

Rigging

Videos and Related Books

prime

Eye Splice – N e wRope

This eye splice is for new rope only. It retains approximately 90% of the average new
rope strength. This splice can be used with single or double-strand cover braids

For splicing used rope, see page 134.

Step 1. Marking the Measurements.

Tape end to be spliced with one thin layer of tape. Then
(2 wire fid lengths because wire fid is 1/2 size) from end 
R (Reference).

From R form a loop the size of the eye desired and 
extract core from inside the cover. If using a thimble,
See Splice With Thimble for more information on 

Tie a tight slipknot approximately five fid lengths from 

Note: On rope over 1 in. diameter, it is often easier to 
object through the rope instead of tying a slipknot.

In the event you require the rope with the finished spli
refer to page 111.

1 fid length

1 layer of tape Mark

R
Mark

Core must be extracted
from cover at this point

CHAPTER 6 – Rope Splicing
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Figure 2-13. Gin pole truck lifting 1,000 pounds.

1,000 lbs
B

Winch
line
pull

A
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Total load on B  =  1,000  ×  0.76
=  760 lbs

Total load on an anchor point  =  weight of object  ×  block angle factor
Total load on A  =  1,000  ×  1.81

=  1,810 lbs

Total load

45°
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Rigging 1
Introduces the basic elements of overhead rigging: ropes, 
knots, hand lines. Shows how to lift a transformer with a 
block and tackle.  
Watch Online / RI1-DVD $145 / RI1-STU $15 / RI1-INS $15

Rigging 2
Using rigging to lift, move, and stabilize heavy loads. How to 
lift a transformer, change out a crossarm, secure a conductor 
on a running corner, transfer secondary lines.  
Watch Online / RI2-DVD $145 / RI1-STU $15 / RI1-INS $15

Advanced Rigging
How to calculate line tension, bisect tension, guy tension. 
Safety calculations. Understanding static vs. dynamic force 
loads.  
Watch Online / ADR-DVD $145 / ADR-STU $15 / ADR-INS $15

Rigging for High Voltage Work
Rigging near energized transmission lines. Safe working 
distances. Safe work practices for changing out insulators, 
arms, and equipment.  
Watch Online / RHV-DVD $145 / RHV-STU $15 / RHV-INS $15 

Books

Becoming a Qualified 
Rigger
•  Covers all the basics of rigging
• Meets OSHA’s requirements
•  Hand signals to crane operators
• Time-saving rigging tips
This book introduces rigging for 
apprentices, and it also supports 
a two-day refresher course for 
experienced linemen. It covers all the 
basics: rigging principles, fiber rope, 
knots, blocks, slings and chains, wire rope, rigging hardware, 
hoists, and hand signals. 100+ illustrations and quick-access 
tables make learning easy. 8 ½" × 11"  92 pages  Item 511  $39

Videos are available to support learning from Becoming a 
Qualified Rigger. Go to www.alexanderpublications.com. The 
product page describing this book has links to the video 
products. 

Knots for Lineworkers
• How to tie, untie knots
• Effi  ciency of a knot
• Tackle block lashings
• Stake holdfasts
• Knot safety
This compact book covers only the knots, 
bends, and hitches linemen need to know. 
It explains how to choose the right knot for any situation, and 
how to tie it. Also covers knot safety and “danger knots.” 
5" × 7"  21 pages  Item 700  $12.95

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.

Watch Our Videos Online Anytime at 
www.AlexanderPublications.com 
and access Mr. Hotwire for answers 
to your T&D Questions. 

Only $19/month

www.AlexanderPublications.com 
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Transmission
Overview of the transmission 
portion of a T&D system. 
Supporting structures, 
insulators, conductors. 
Describes construction tasks. 
Patrolling a transmission line. 
Watch Online / TRM-DVD $145 / TRM-STU $15 / TRM-INS $15

Transmission Line Installation
All for new transmission lines. How to determine wire lengths, 
hang insulators, position pulling equipment, pull and sag 
conductors, attach conductors.  
Watch Online / TLI-DVD $145 / TLI-STU $15 / TLI-INS $15

Structures

Transmission Structures
Introduction to transmission structures. Concrete and grillage 
foundations. Erecting a 
lattice tower, a tubular steel 
tower. Structure erection 
using a helicopter. 
Watch Online / TRS-DVD 
$145 / TRS-STU $15 / 
TRS-INS $15

Temporary Structures
Describes how to position, assemble, and guy temporary 
structures to support transmission lines. How to transfer 
conductors to temporary structures.  
Watch Online / TES-DVD $145 / TES-STU $15 / TES-INS $15

Climbing Steel Poles and Towers
Working on steel poles and towers. Ascending and descending 
a tower. Avoiding climbing-related hazards. Getting into 
position to do a job. 
Watch Online / CSP-DVD $145 / CSP-STU $15 / CSP-INS $15 

Transmission

Live Line Work Practices
• The complete reference on hot-sticking
• How to change insulators, crossarms, poles
• Step-by-step re-conductoring procedures
• Insulator washing 
• More than 1,000 precise illustrations
If you use hot sticks to work on energized lines, Live Line 
Work Practices is your essential reference. It’s the most 
comprehensive book on hot-sticking ever written.
 For quick access, work practices are organized by operating 
voltage: 12, 25, 60, 138, 230, 287, 500 kV. Each practice delivers 
step-by-step procedures showing how to safely perform every 
job. 8" × 10½"  544 pages  Item 611 $89
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• Pay-out reels

• Take-up reels

• Grounding equipment

• Grounding travelers

• Running ground

Figure 3. Sheaves.
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Books

Barehand Work Practices
•  Rescue procedures
•  How to change out an insulator
•  Installing, replacing conductors
•  Safety rules, clearances
Barehand Work Practices covers the 
principles and exacting procedures 
for working directly on energized 
transmission lines, without sticks 
or gloves. Includes detailed work 

practices for 16 common barehand tasks, each with step-by-
step instructions and computer-precise illustrations. 
8" × 10"  165 pages  Item 615  $79

Temporary Grounding for 
Lineworker Protection
• Equipotential grounding explained
• Step-by-step safety procedures
• Photos of ground sets
• Safety rules to live by
• Touch, step potentials
This book shows how to install 
grounds on de-energized lines to 
protect workers if the lines become 

accidentally re-energized. All common field situations are 
covered: overhead lines, underground lines, vehicles in the 
work area. Well illustrated. An essential safety reference. 
8" × 10"  102 pages  Item 506  $39

Videos and Related Books

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com
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Working on Energized Lines
Transmission Line Repair (Hot Sticks)
Describes the theory and 
practice of using hotsticks 
to perform repairs on live 
transmission lines. Demonstrates 
how to replace string insulators. 
Watch Online / TLH-DVD $145 / 
TLH-STU $15 / TLH-INS $15

Live Line Tools
An introduction to hot sticks 
and other live line tools. How to 
test, transport, and inspect hot 
sticks. Demonstrates how to use 
hot sticks to move three-phase 
conductors and change out a 
crossarm. 21 minutes.  
Watch Online / DVD LLT-SAF   $95

Transmission Line Repair (Bare-Hand Method)
Theory and practice of barehand methods of repairing 
energized transmission lines. How to clip in, change an 
insulator, and come off lines. 
Watch Online / TLB-DVD $145 / 
TLB-STU $15 / TLB-INS $15

Videos and Related Books

Safety

Working on De-Energized Transmission Lines
Safe work practices for 
de-energizing, isolating, and 
tagging transmission lines. 
Detailed grounding procedures. 
Steps for returning a line to 
normal.  
Watch Online / WDT-DVD $145 
/ WDT-STU $15 / WDT-INS $15

Equipotential Grounding and Bonding
How equipotential bonding and grounding protects workers. 
Demonstrates the grounding procedures for workers on poles, 
in buckets, in substations, stringing conductors, locating 
underground faults. 27 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD EGB-SAF  $95

Transmission Line Safety
Clothing and protective 
equipment; slipping, tripping, 
and falling hazards; testing for 
potential; grounding methods; 
climbing and rigging safety. 
Watch Online / TLS-DVD $145 / 
TLS-STU $15 / TLS-INS $15

Conductor Stringing Safety
Step-by-step instructions 
for safely stringing new 
conductors. Shows the 
equipment used and 
demonstrates safe work 
practices for the entire 
procedure. Describes how to 
assess and anticipate safety 
hazards. 30 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD CSS-SAF   $95

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Study Guides 
These popular references reinforce 
learning from the videos.
Only $15 each.
See page 2 for details.

Watch Our Videos 
Online Anytime at 
www.AlexanderPublications.com 
and access Mr. Hotwire for 
answers to your T&D Questions. 
See page 2 for details.

Only $19/month

www.AlexanderPublications.com 

to your T&D Questions. 
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Substation Operation & Maintenance
• How substation equipment works
• Color photos on every page
• Essential inspections, tests
•  Videos available to reinforce each chapter
This informative book shows how to operate and maintain all 
the essential components of substations: power transformers, 
circuit breakers, capacitors, reactors, regulators, protective 
relays, control systems, batteries. 

Substation Operation and Maintenance is also delivered as 
videos, one per chapter. Go to www.alexanderpublications.
com. The product page describing Substation Operation and 
Maintenance has links to the video products. 
8⅜" × 10⅞"  445 pages  Item 510  $129

Substation Construction Guidelines
• Informative illustrations
• Step-by-step procedures 
• Pre-energizing checklists
• Photo album of a project
Substation Construction Guidelines explains how to build a 
substation, starting with bare earth. It shows how to install the 
ground grid, pour concrete, erect steel structures, install, test, 
and commission major components of a substations. Hundreds 
of drawing, diagrams, and photos make learning easy. 
8" × 10"  383 pages  Item 734 $89

Safety and Substation Maintenance
Safety considerations for workers who operate or maintain  
substations. How to test the substation grounding system. 
Demonstrates how to 
safely shut down a power 
transformer and how to 
de-energize switchgear, 
circuit breakers, 
capacitors and batteries. 
22 minutes.
Watch Online / 
DVD SSM-SAF  $95

Books

Substation Operation and Maintenance

6

Static Wires and Lightning Rods
Static wires (Figure 1-15) are bare wires strung 
above substations. Like the other equipment in the 
substation, they are connected to the grounding 
grid. Static wires act as a shield above the substa-
tion by providing a path for static charges or 
lightning strikes to disperse through the grounding 
grid to the earth.

Many substations also have lightning rods, which 
serve the same basic purpose as static wires: to 
provide a path to the grounding grid for lightning 
or static charges. Typical lightning rods are shown 
in Figure 1-16.

Surge Arrestors
Another commonly used substation protective 
device is a surge arrestor (Figure 1-17). A surge 
arrestor protects substation equipment from 
excessive voltage (overvoltage) that is caused by 
lightning strikes or that is sometimes caused by 
opening and closing circuits. It allows current 
surges caused by overvoltage to pass to ground, 
while resisting the flow of load current to ground. 
A large variety of surge arrestors are used in trans-
mission and distribution systems.

Those used in substations are typically vertical 
cylinders made of porcelain. The top of the arrestor 
is connected to a single-phase line conductor, and 
the bottom of the arrestor is connected to ground. 
Surge arrestors are often found on or near power 
transformers and at the areas where power lines 
enter and leave the substation.

Current Limiting Reactors
Current limiting reactors protect substation 
equipment by resisting the flow of fault current. 
The current limiting reactor in Figure 1-18 is 
typical of many used in substations; it is essentially 
an exposed coil of wire mounted on insulators.

Because energized current limiting reactors can 
be very hazardous, they are often located inside a 
substation control house in a protective enclosure.

Figure 1-14. Ground cable on structure.

Ground cable

Figure 1-15. Static wires.

Static wires

Figure 1-16. Lightning rods.

Lightning rods

Figure 1-17. Surge arrestors.
Ground cable

Conductors

Surge
arrestors

Surge arrestors

284

To ground grid

Anchor bolts welded to the ground 
grid provide a high-current path to 
ground during a fault condition.

Grounding the rebar reduces stray 
current flow within the footer.

Figure 1. Footer and foundation grounds. 

Figure 2. Ground wire, before being Cadwelded to the structure that will be installed later.

Grounding Substation Structures

The structures that support the bus work and some of the switchgear can be lattice steel, 
tubular steel, concrete poles, wood poles, or other modular framework. The structure is 
considered conductive and must be grounded to the substation grounding grid. Even if 
wood poles are used, they will probably have down-grounds that need to be attached to the 
grounding grid. Figure 3 shows a ground wire from the grounding grid attached to a steel 
column using a Cadweld connection. Typically each upright column is similarly grounded. 

GEQ Grounding Substation Equipment

Page 2 of 10

TRN

Scope
This bulletin covers how to install and test power transformers.

Power Transformers
Power transformers convert the high voltages that economically distribute power over long 
distances, into lower voltages for local distribution to customers. These are called step-down 
transformers. 

Most substations convert power using three-phase transformers. See Figure 1. Individual 
single-phase transformers are found at older low-voltage substations, and at high voltage (500 
kV) substations because three-phase transformers at these voltages are large and expensive. See 
Figure 6.

Back at generation plants, power transformers convert the low voltages from the generators, 
into high voltages for economic transmission of power over long distances. These are called 
step-up transformers. 

Figure 1. 220 kV to 66 kV power transformer.

Installing Power Transformers

Page 1 of 6

191

Safety Video

prime

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031or 
Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Got a question about transmission work?
Ask Mr. Hotwire.
Only $19/month
Free when you subscribe to Free when you subscribe to Free
Instant Videos. 
See page 2 for details.

Mr. HotwireMr. Hotwire Search here
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publicationsSubstations

Basic Concepts

Substations and Switchyards
Overview of major equipment used in substations. Shows 
protective devices (for equipment and for personnel), 
regulators, monitoring and communication equipment. 
Watch Online / SSW-DVD $145 / SSW-STU $15 / SSW-INS 
$15

Safety in Substations and Switchyards
Electrical, chemical, and personal hazards that may be 
encountered by workers in substations and switchyards. 
Watch Online / SSS-DVD $145 / SSS-STU $15 / SSS-INS $15

High Voltage Terminations
Theory and practice of terminating conductors in substations 
and switchyards. Shows typical installations, connector 
hardware. Demonstrates installation procedures. 
Watch Online / HVT-DVD $145 / HVT-STU $15 / HVT-STU $15 / HVT HVT-INS $15HVT-INS $15HVT

Power Transformers

Power Transformers 1
Shows common power transformers found in substations and 
switchyards. Explains how to recognize classes of transformers, 
based on their cooling systems. 
Watch Online / TF1-DVD $145 / TF1-STU $15 / TF1-INS $15

Power Transformers 2
How to conduct tests on power transformers. Maintenance 
procedures for tap changers. How to de-energize, isolate, and 
ground a power transformer. 
Watch Online / TF2-DVD $145 / TF2-STU $15 / TF2-INS $15 

New Power Transformer Inspections 
and Tests
Explains why to inspect and test new power transformers. 
Describes “on car” inspections, tests. Moving a new power 
transformer. Pre-service on-site inspections, tests. 
Watch Online / NPT-DVD $145 / NPT-STU $15 / NPT-INS $15

Power Transformer Turns Ratio Testing
Covers the principles of turns ratio testing, safety precautions, 
test equipment used, test connections, and how to interpret test 
results.  
Watch Online / PTT-DVD $145 / PTT-STU $15 / PTT-INS $15

Power Transformer Oil Testing
How to take an oil sample from a power transformers. Field 
tests, lab tests, and what these reveal about the condition of the 
oil. 
Watch Online / TOT-DVD $145 / TOT-STU $15 / TOT-INS $15

Power Transformer Insulation Resistance 
Testing
Explains the purpose of testing the insulation resistance of 
a power transformer. Describes test equipment used, test 
procedures, and how to interpret the results. 
Watch Online / PTI-DVD $145 / PTI-STU $15 / PTI-INS $15

Power Transformer Temperature Indicator 
Testing
Covers the purpose of power transformer temperature 
indicators, how they work, and how to test them. 
Watch Online / POT-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15Watch Online / POT-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15Watch Online / POT

Power Transformer Pressure Relay Testing
Explains how to test two types of power transformer protective 
devices: sudden pressure relays and fault pressure relays. 
Watch Online / FPS-DVD $145 / FPS-STU $15 / FPS-INS $15

Videos and Related Books

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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publications Substations

Circuit Breakers

Circuit Breakers 1
Basic operating principles of circuit breakers used in 
substations and switchyards. Shows how arcs are extinguished substations and switchyards. Shows how arcs are extinguished 
and circuits interrupted.  
Watch Online / CB1-DVD $145 / CB1-STU $15 / CB1-INS $15

Circuit Breakers 2
Focuses on circuit breaker maintenance. Routine inspections 
and checks. How to disassemble, inspect, overhaul, and 
reassemble breakers.  
Watch Online / CB2-DVD $145 / CB2-STU $15 / CB2-INS $15

Breakers and Switchgear 2
Explains how common types of breakers work. How to 
perform routine mechanical and electrical tests on circuit 
breakers. 42 minutes. 
Watch Online / BRS-DVD $145 / BRS-STU $15 / BRS-INS $15

New Circuit Breaker Inspections and Test
Coverage includes: receiving inspection, moving a circuit 
breaker to the site, installing it on a pad, pre-service checks and 
tests.  
Watch Online / NCB-DVD $145 / NCB-STU $15 / NCB-INS $15

SF6 Gas Properties and Handling
Physical properties of SF6. Personal protection. Handling SF6 
gas and its decomposition products. Cleanup procedures. 
Watch Online / SF6-DVD $145 / SF6-STU $15 / SF6-INS $15

Vacuum Bottle Hi-Pot Testing
Describes the functions of vacuum interrupters in switchgear, 
how they work, and how they are tested. 
Watch Online / VBO-DVD $145 / VBO-STU $15 / VBO-INS $15

Circuit Breaker Time-Travel Characteristics
How to conduct time-travel tests on substation circuit breakers. 
Explains why correct travel time is key to proper breaker 
operation. Shows details of operating mechanisms. 
Watch Online / CBC-DVD $145 / CBC-STU $15 / CBC-INS $15

Circuit Breaker Time-Travel Testing
How to make time-travel tests on circuit breakers. Includes 
demonstrations of three types of test equipment. 
Watch Online / CBT-DVD $145 / CBT-STU $15 / CBT-INS $15

Circuit Breaker Time-Travel Test Analysis
How to interpret time-travel test recordings. How to compare 
local recordings with manufacturer specifications. 
Watch Online / CBA-DVD $145 / CBA-STU $15 / CBA-INS $15

Contact Resistance Testing
Explains the importance of testing breaker and disconnect 
switch contacts. Shows common types of test equipment, how 
to make test connections, how to read test results. 
Watch Online / CRT-DVD $145 / CRT-STU $15 / CRT-INS $15

System Performance

Capacitors and Reactors
How capacitors and reactors change power factor. Shows 
installations at substations, on T&D lines. Covers safety issues. 
Describes acceptance tests, field tests. 
Watch Online / CAR-DVD $145 / CAR-STU $15 / CAR-INS $15

Voltage Regulators
Why voltage regulators are needed and how they work. How 
to install, inspect, and maintain regulators. 
Watch Online / VGR-DVD $145 / VGR-STU $15 / VGR-INS $15

Power Quality
Basic power quality issues and how they affect customers. 
Sources of power quality problems, remedies. How to handle a 
power quality trouble call.  
Watch Online / PWQ-DVD $145 / PWQ-STU $15 / PWQ-INS $15

Videos and Related Books

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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publicationsSubstations, Street Lighting

Videos and Related Books

Relays, Controls

Relays 1
The basics of protective relays. Shows what’s inside relays. 
Describes relays used on T&D systems for overcurrent, 
overvoltage, undervoltage, reclosing.  
Watch Online / RE1-DVD $145 / RE1-STU $15 / RE1-INS $15

Relays 2
A continuation of Relays 1. How relays are used for differential 
comparison, phase comparison, transfer tripping. Inspecting 
relays. Putting relays in and out of service. 
Watch Online / RE2-DVD $145 / RE2-STU $15 / RE2-INS $15

Control Equipment
Describes substation control equipment that mitigates 
problems caused by faults. How these protective devices work, 
where they are used, and their recommended maintenance. 
Watch Online / CEQ-DVD $145 / CEQ-STU $15 / CEQ-INS $15

Cables and Conductors 1
How to select, splice, terminate, and 
install conductors and cables used 
with low-voltage (under 600 volts) 
applications. 59 minutes. 
Watch Online / CC1-DVD $145 / 
CC1-STU $15 / CC1-INS $15

Conduit Installation
How to measure, cut, bend, and install 
EMT conduit, flexible metal tubing 
used with low-voltage (under 600 volts) 
installations. 
Watch Online / CIN-DVD $145 / 
CIN-STU $15 / CIN-INS $15

Batteries

Substation Batteries
The role of the battery in the DC control system. Components 
of a lead-acid battery. How a battery works. Battery ratings. 
General battery inspection steps.  
Watch Online / BIC-DVD $145 / BIC-STU $15 / BIC-INS $15

Substation Battery Testing
How to determine a battery’s ability to perform, when it’s 
needed. Covers tests for voltage, resistance, specific gravity, 
integrity, capacity, impedance.  
Watch Online / BCO-DVD $145 / BCO-STU $15 / BCO-INS $15

Substation Battery Chargers
Charger functions and components. Different types of charges 
that a charger may apply to a battery. Common charger 
inspection and adjustment steps.  
Watch Online / BTC-DVD $145 / BTC-STU $15 / BTC-INS $15

Substation Battery, Cell and Charger 
Replacement
Step-by-step procedures for replacing substation 
batteries, battery cells, and battery chargers.  
Watch Online / SBC-DVD $145 / SBC-STU $15 / 
SBC-INS $15

Street Lighting 

Multiple Street Lighting Systems
How multiple street lighting 
systems are designed, operated, 
and maintained. Describes 
circuits, controls, types of lamps, 
troubleshooting techniques. 60 
minutes. 
Watch Online / MSL-DVD $145 / MSL-STU $15 / MSL-INS $15

Series Street Lighting Systems
How series street lighting systems are designed, operated, and 
maintained. Describes circuits, constant current transformers, 
isolating transformers, control devices. 58 minutes. 
Item SSL-DVD $145 / SSL-STU $15 / SSL-INS $15

Installing Outdoor Lighting
This video shows how to install 
street lighting. How to transport 
parts to the job site, check the 
electrical ground at the pole, 
install the fixture, insert the 
lamp, position the photocell, 
and check for proper operation 
before leaving the site. Follow these procedures and avoid 
unnecessary trouble calls. 15 minutes. 
DVD IOL-SKL  $95

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Study Guides 
These popular references 
reinforce learning from 
the videos.
Only $15 each.
Order on page 30.
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publications

Electric Service Installation Manual

•  Show contractors your 
requirements

•  Residential, commercial, 
industrial meter installation

• 55 precise illustrations
• Overhead, underground
• Meets all national codes

Electric Service 
Installation 
Manual uses clear 
text and precise 
illustrations to 
pinpoint everyone’s 
responsibilities 
when new services 
are installed. Order 
the disk, then easily 
tailor the material 
to meet your exact 
requirements. 
8½" × 11"  54 pages  

Book: Item 787 $19.95  
Disk: PDF 787D $495

Meter Installations

29

10" min. to any
obstruction above

Approx. 5'

4' min. 4' min. from meter face or
meter-related enclosure

Nearest side wall
or obstruction

Working space

10"
min.

Figure 4-1. Clearances around the meter.

Meter clearances are measured from the center of the meter socket, or from the center 
of the face of the meter.

The 10-inch clearance at the top and left side of the meter allows the meterman to see 
and align the meter blades to the meter socket jaws when installing the meter. 

Install the meter socket between 4 feet and 6 feet above finished grade (except meter 
pedestals). A height of 5 feet is preferred.

Keep a clear working space 4-feet square, in front of the meter. This space must be 
permanently free of all obstructions, including landscaping.

For recessed meters, maintain a minimum clearance of 10 inches radially around the 
meter.

Allow 3 feet of clearance from a gas meter, and 3 feet from windows or doors for 
customer privacy.

Clearances Around the Meter

Nearest side wall
or obstruction

Figure 4-1. Clearances around the meter.

Meter clearances are measured from the center of the meter socket, or from the center 
of the face of the meter.

The 10-inch clearance at the top and left side of the meter allows the meterman to see 
and align the meter blades to the meter socket jaws when installing the meter. 

Install the meter socket between 4 feet and 6 feet above finished grade (except meter 
pedestals). A height of 5 feet is preferred.

Keep a clear working space 4-feet square, in front of the meter. This space must be 
permanently free of all obstructions, including landscaping.

For recessed meters, maintain a minimum clearance of 10 inches radially around the 
meter.

Allow 3 feet of clearance from a gas meter, and 3 feet from windows or doors for 
customer privacy.

Pocket Guide to Watthour Meters

• Installation diagrams 
• Meter socket checks
• Safety tips
• Quick-reference tables
•  Metering with CTs, VTs

Pocket Guide to Watthour Meters helps you install meters 
quickly and safely. Equally important, it delivers loads of 
practical metering information – useful formulas, tables, 
diagrams, examples, etc. Actually, this go-anywhere toolbox 
handbook is the reference you’ll turn to most. 
5" × 7" 98 pages  Item 748  $18.95

Metering

Meter Socket Checks
• Step-by-step instructions
• All popular meter confi gurations
• At-a-glance illustrations
• Truck-tough coated paper
This portable booklet shows checks that 
determine if meter sockets are wired correctly. 
It covers sockets used for all common single- 

and three-phase services. Each check requires only a basic 
voltmeter, set at just one voltage range. Recommended for 
linemen who install meters. 
4¼" × 6" 12 pages  Item 728  $9.95

Meter Installation Safety
• Pre-installation socket checks
• Real people, real mistakes
• Uses humor to make a point
•  Spectacular lab demo of high 

fault current
This classic video shows a day 
in the life of a meter installer. 
Distracted by thoughts of his 
vacation which starts next week, Steve 
fails to voltage-check a socket before 
plugging in a meter, with explosive 
consequences. 13 minutes.
DVD MTR-SKL  $95

Books

Safety Video

prime

Quantity Discounts
 Qty. Discount Price
 1 - 24 0% $18.95
 25 - 49 10% 17.06
 50 - 99 20% 15.16
 100 - 499 30% 13.27
 500 up 32.2% 12.85

Quantity Discounts
 Qty. Discount Price

 1 - 24 0% $9.95
 25 - 49 10% 8.96
 50 - 99 20% 7.96
 100 up 30% 6.97

Best
 Seller

Got a question about metering?
Ask Mr. Hotwire.
Only $19/month
Free when you subscribe to Free when you subscribe to Free
Instant Videos. 
See page 2 for details.

Mr. HotwireMr. Hotwire Search here
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publicationsMetering

Basic Concepts

Introduction to Metering
Basic meter concepts. Watthour meter construction, operating 
principles. When and why instrument transformers are used.  
Watch Online / INM-DVD $145 / INM-STU $15 / INM-INS $15

Watthour Meter Principles 1
Operating principles, physical construction of mechanical 
watthour meters. How flux interactions make the disk spin. 
Watch Online / WP1-DVD $145 / WP1-STU $15 / WP1-INS $15

Watthour Meter Principles 2
How a meter’s design affects its accuracy. Shows how to make 
adjustments for light load, full load, overload, power factor, 
temperature, voltage.  
Watch Online / WP2-DVD $145 / WP2-STU $15 / WP2-INS $15

Safety in Meter Work
Planning the job carefully. Safety gear. Flash burns. Proper 
lifting techniques. Safety considerations when installing meters.  
Watch Online / SMW-DVD $145 / SMW-STU $15 / SMW-INS $15

Math for Metering 1
Ratios, percents, roots, powers, powers of 10. Introduction to 
equations, algebra, trigonometry. Using math in daily meter 
applications.  
Watch Online / MM1-DVD $145 / MM1-STU $15 / MM1-INS $15

Math for Metering 2
X-Y graphs. Phasor diagrams. Characteristics of right triangles. 
Using sine, cosine, tangent functions to solve metering 
problems.  
Watch Online / MM2-DVD $145 / MM2-STU $15 / MM2-INS $15

Polyphase Systems

Polyphase Systems 1
Explains delta, wye circuits. Three-phase transformer bank 
connections. Also: phasor diagrams.  
Watch Online / PP1-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15

Polyphase Systems 2
When and where to install meters in three-phase circuits. 
Blondel’s theorem. Metering balanced and unbalanced loads.  
Watch Online / PP2-DVD $145 / PP2-STU $15 / PP2-INS $15

Metering With CTs and VTs

Instrument Transformers
Describes what instrument transformers are and how they 
are used. Shows types of CTs, VTs, component parts, circuit 
connections. 
Watch Online / INT-DVD $145 / INT-STU $15 / INT-INS $15

Polyphase Transformer-Rated Application
Explains how to select and install CTs and VTs in three-phase 
circuits. Describes typical three-phase four-wire, delta and wye, 
installations. 
Watch Online / PPT-DVD $145 / PPT-STU $15 / PPT-INS $15 

Current Transformer Testing 1
Describes CT applications, construction, accuracy class ratings, 
and tests for polarity. Shows CT installations at substations. 
Watch Online / CT1-DVD $145 / CT1-STU $15 / CT1-INS $15

Current Transformer Testing 2
How to demagnetize a CT, test a CT’s ratio, and test its 
insulation resistance.  
Watch Online / CT2-DVD $145 / CT2-STU $15 / CT2-INS $15

Field Checks, Troubleshooting

Installation Checks and Inspections
Using test equipment to verify the correct wiring of a meter 
installation. Also: non-electrical checks. Emphasis on three-phase 
transformer-rated meter installations.  
Watch Online / IVC-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15

Troubleshooting Techniques
Common problems with single-phase, three-phase, and 
transformer-rated meters. Troubleshooting high-bill complaints.  
Watch Online / TST-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15Watch Online / TST-DVD $145 / DIS-STU $15 / DIS-INS $15Watch Online / TST

Videos and Related Books

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com
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Testing Watthour Meters

Principles of Accuracy Testing
Theory and practice of watthour meter accuracy testing. 
Typical test board setups, test connections, how to use meter 
reference standards.  
Watch Online / PAT-DVD $145 / PAT-STU $15 / PAT-INS $15

Watthour Meter Accuracy Testing 1
The basics of single-phase watthour meter accuracy testing. 
Conducting field tests using a stopwatch, portable watthour 
standards.  
Watch Online / WA1-DVD $145 / WA1-STU $15 / WA1-INS $15

Watthour Meter Accuracy Testing 2
Three tests for single-phase, self-contained watthour meters. 
Also covers regulatory agencies, meter test documentation, 
field testing and calibration.  
Watch Online / WA2-DVD $145 / WA2-STU $15 / WA2-INS $15

Self-Contained Polyphase Meter Testing
Field-testing polyphase meters. How to isolate the meter, make 
test connections. Adjusting a three-phase meter. 
Watch Online / PPS-DVD $145 / PPS-STU $15 / PPS-INS $15

Testing Single-Phase Transformer-Rated Meters
How to test and calibrate a single-phase transformer-rated 
meter, in the field.  
Watch Online / TSP-DVD $145 / TSP-STU $15 / TSP-INS $15

Polyphase Transformer-Rated Meter Testing
Field-testing four-wire transformer-rated meters. Isolating 
the meter, making connections to a test switch. Making meter 
adjustments. 
 Watch Online / PXT-DVD $145 / PXT-STU $15 / PXT-INS $15 Watch Online / PXT-DVD $145 / PXT-STU $15 / PXT-INS $15 Watch Online / PXT

Special Meters

Demand Metering Concepts and Applications
Basic demand metering concepts, applications. Describes 
mechanical, thermal, and solid-state demand registers. 
Watch Online / DMC-DVD $145 / DMC-STU $15 / DMC-INS $15

Testing and Calibrating Demand Meters
How to perform accuracy tests on kWh meters equipped 
with demand registers. Testing the timing and registration of 
mechanical and electronic meters.  
Watch Online / TAC-DVD $145 / TAC-STU $15 / TAC-INS $15

Reactive Metering Concepts
Uses the power triangle and phasor diagrams to show 
relationships between active power, reactive power, apparent 
power. Connections for reactive metering. 
Watch Online / RMC-DVD $145 / RMC-STU $15 / RMC-INS $15

Customer Relations

Customer Relations and High Bill Complaints
Dealing with the public: approach, knowledge, preparedness. 
Responding to a high-bill complaint.  
Watch Online / HBI-DVD $145 / HBI-STU $15 / HBI-INS $15

Energy Diversion
Common methods used to bypass meters. The meter’s 
vulnerable points. How to detect tampering. 
Watch Online / EDI-DVD $145 / EDI-STU $15 / EDI-INS $15

Videos and Related Books

Study Guides 
These popular references reinforce 
learning from the videos.
Only $15 each.
Order on page 30.

Product footnotes: Watch Online - this video is streaming at Learn Online. XXX-DVD - this video on a DVD. 
XXX-STU - the Study Guide. XXX-INS - the Instructor Guide. Order online or use the Order Form on page 30.
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WORK
SAFE

Many of us would say working in the bight means standing in the wrong place when pulling a 
rope, a bull line, a line out of a hole (vault), or through a pulling sheave. If the blocks or sheaves 
were to fail and/or the rope, then the recoiling rope, �ying blocks and tools could strike persons in 
the path of those items. �is would be viewed as working in the bight.
�is is a very simple common de�nition of working in the bight, and correct!

We must realize the term “working in the bight” 
goes much further than working with rope and blocks.

A few examples;

If a backing spotter is standing between a truck and trailer signaling the driver, he is in the bight. If 
the driver loses sight of the spotter, or the spotter missteps, he could be caught in between.
When loading a transformer or other or equipment onto a trailer, guiding it in position by hand 
inside the trailer – that’s working in the bight. If the rigging fails, the load shi�s, operator error, there 
is no escape.
Removing tools and small equipment from the bins of the line truck while the truck is running, could 
be working in the bight. Outriggers could be coming down, the truck could be moving, the boom or 
bucket might be working overhead. Simply put, if the truck is running it’s gonna move.

Working without hard hat, work gloves, eye protection, your PPE, all can be de�ned 
as working in the bight. Something is gonna get you.
Stepping into tra�c from the pick-up, from the line truck, from the bucket truck, 
from around parked vehicles. Forgetting to look for tra�c, or tra�c is moving faster 
than you �gured, is working in the bight. 
Every day in linework we li� stu� above our heads: crossarms, transformers, cut-outs, 
insulators, poles – and countless items overhead. Don’t be under anything li�ed overhead.

Working in the bight is around us every day and the awareness of everyday danger must be �rst and 
foremost on our minds to move from the bight.
Your personal injury protection (safety) is every day. It’s not just ropes and blocks. It’s almost every 
aspect of general linework! Protect yourself, protect others. We are working in the bight every day. 
Knowing where you stand is huge. So stand clear, don’t get hit.

Look Out • Think • Don’t get bit!

Working in the Bight – 
Don’t Get Bit

1048 Irvine Avenue #484, Newport Beach, California 92660 • www.alexanderpublications.com • (949) 642-0101 or 1-800-992-3031 ST145

Courtesy: Mark Anders, Petrelli Electric.

Many of us would say working in the bight means standing in the wrong place when pulling a 
rope, a bull line, a line out of a hole (vault), or through a pulling sheave. If the blocks or sheaves 
were to fail and/or the rope, then the recoiling rope, flying blocks and tools could strike persons in 
the path of those items. This would be viewed as working in the bight.
This is a very simple common definition of working in the bight, and correct!

A few examples;

If a backing spotter is standing between a truck and trailer signaling the driver, he is in the bight. If 
the driver loses sight of the spotter, or the spotter missteps, he could be caught in between.
When loading a transformer or other or equipment onto a trailer, guiding it in position by hand 
inside the trailer – that’s working in the bight. If the rigging fails, the load shifts, operator error, there 
is no escape.
Removing tools and small equipment from the bins of the line truck while the truck is running, could 
be working in the bight. Outriggers could be coming down, the truck could be moving, the boom or 
bucket might be working overhead. Simply put, if the truck is running it’s gonna move.

A few more:

Working without hard hat, work gloves, eye protection, your PPE, all can be defined 
as working in the bight. Something is gonna get you.
Stepping into traffic from the pick-up, from the line truck, from the bucket truck, 
from around parked vehicles. Forgetting to look for traffic, or traffic is moving faster 
than you figured, is working in the bight. 
Every day in linework we lift stuff above our heads: crossarms, transformers, cut-outs, 
insulators, poles – and countless items overhead. Don’t be under anything lifted overhead.

Working in the bight is around us every day and the awareness of everyday danger must be first and 
foremost on our minds to move from the bight.
Your personal injury protection (safety) is every day. It’s not just ropes and blocks. It’s almost every 
aspect of general linework! Protect yourself, protect others. We are working in the bight every day. 
Knowing where you stand is huge. So stand clear, don’t get hit.

WORK
SAFE

 are the only product designed to come into continuous contact with 
energized conductors or equipment. 
Blankets, line hose, hoods, tacos etc., are not designed or rated to withstand continuous 
pressure or mechanical stress applied against the protective equipment. Only conductor 
saddles and similar type equipment that are designed to support and insulate are 
designed to carry the weight or stress of conductors and equipment.

 should always be worn over electrical insulating gloves to 
provide needed mechanical protection against abrasion or cuts. �ey should be inspected 
for: tears, cuts, open seams, grease, oil, and embedded wire or wood splinters.

, as with all other insulating products except rubber gloves, are designed to provide protection against 
accidental contact with energized parts, and are not to be used as continuous mechanical protection.

Field Storage or Rubber Goods

Rubber gloves and sleeves should be stored in glove bags or sleeve bags. Do not store more 
than one pair of sleeves or gloves in each bag. Do not store on or near truck �oor heaters.
Blankets should be stored in blanket canisters or blanket roll-ups. Do not fold blankets. Do 
not place any objects on, or walk on top of blankets.

Failing to inspect prior to use.
Wearing or storing gloves or sleeves inside-out.
Using gloves or sleeves all day without a secondary visual inspection.
Storing overnight with petroleum-based products on them such as petroleum-based hand lotion and 
baby powder; in contact with oil- or grease-soaked protectors or petroleum-based products used to 
wash rubber products or hands, or with objects placed on top.
Using protectors as work gloves.
Using tape instead of blanket pins or other proper mechanical devices.
Using tape to keep cover in place when storing rubber products.
Using blankets under �berglass or plastic line guards.
Overlapping or wrapping one blanket over another. �is practice sets up a possible corona-cutting 
condition and creates a false sense of security.
Using a blanket as an insulated standing-on mat.
Inspecting rubber good on the ground without mechanical (tarp) protection.
Overlapping the straight end of the line hose over another straight end to hold two pieces together.

• Stretching line hose over insulators instead of using hoods.

Care and Use of 
Rubber Goods
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Many of us would say working in the bight means standing in the wrong place when pulling a 
rope, a bull line, a line out of a hole (vault), or through a pulling sheave. If the blocks or sheaves 
were to fail and/or the rope, then the recoiling rope, flying blocks and tools could strike persons in 
the path of those items. This would be viewed as working in the bight.
This is a very simple common definition of working in the bight, and correct!

A few examples;

A few more:

Working in the bight is around us every day and the awareness of everyday danger must be first and 
foremost on our minds to move from the bight.
Your personal injury protection (safety) is every day. It’s not just ropes and blocks. It’s almost every 
aspect of general linework! Protect yourself, protect others. We are working in the bight every day. 
Knowing where you stand is huge. So stand clear, don’t get hit.
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publicationsGeneral Safety

Safe Work Practices
• Over 1500 safe work practices
• Concise, action-oriented text
• Written by utility experts
• Book, and editable disk
Safe Work Practices is the practical, 
up-to-date, authoritative resource 
you need to protect your workers. 
Chapters cover Transmission, 
Distribution, Metering, Substations, 
Generation, Telecommunications. Order the disk, then edit this 
material to fit your requirements and publish your own safety 
manual. 5½" × 8½"  239 pages  
Book: Item 777  $18.95
Book and disk:  Item 777D $495

National Electrical Safety Code
• Line-to-line clearances
• Minimum approach distances
• Grounding rules 
• Loading on line supports
Adopted as law by most states, the 
NESC is the technical safety reference 
for electric utilities. The NESC code 
specifies the rules for clearances, 
grounding, working space, pole 
and guy strength, insulation, and 
switching procedures – for overhead, 
underground, and substation 
installations. 
8½" × 11"  361 pages  Item 791 $189

Here are more than 40 bite-sized safety bulletins, ready for 
tailboard briefings, rainy-day sessions, company-wide safety 
themes, and classroom safety instruction. 
Each Safety Topic delivers practical safety information in 
lineman language. Topics include crew coordination, lifting 
loads, PPE, working in substations, safe use of hand tools and 
trucks, and much more. 
Each Safety Topic is 1 or 2 pages. Order Safety Topics as 
printed bulletins, or as downloadable PDFs to print and 
distribute within your crew, schoolroom or company.
Bulletin: $12.95. Downloadable PDF: $19.95. 
Order at alexanderpublications.com.

Ladder Safety
Shows how to choose, inspect, maintain, transport, set up, and 
work safely from ladders. The video, along with additional 
training tools on the disk, comprises a complete ladder safety 
training program. 27 minutes.  
Watch Online / DVD LAD-SAF  $95

Workplace Organization and Safety
How good housekeeping makes for a safer, more efficient 
workplace. Shows examples for storerooms, garages, shops, 
yards, substations, vehicles, job sites. 27 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD WOS-SAF  $95

Continuous Safety Improvement
How the process of constant improvement applies to 
workplace safety. Describes the 5-step process that identifies 
and eliminates substandard practices that are the underlying 
causes of accidents. Real-world examples. 19 minutes. 
Watch Online / DVD CSI-SAF  $95

The Hazards of Cell Phone Usage
Demonstrates why cell phone usage can be dangerous when 
working conditions require full attention and concentration. 
It shows in realistic and sometimes humorous ways, how 
distractions can create potentially serious dangers to workers and 
to others. 7 minutes. DVD CEL-SKL $95

Fire Safety 
What every worker needs to know about portable fire 
extinguishers. Describes the classifications of fires and how to 
respond to each with the proper extinguisher. How to inspect, 
maintain portable extinguishers. 23 minutes. DVD FSA-SKL $95

Contractor Safety - Preventing 
Electrical Injuries
This safety video warns telephone, cable TV, painters, and 
general contractors of hazards when working near power lines. 
It includes an arresting interview with a lineman and burn 
survivor who shows what can happen if you don’t follow all 
safety procedures when repairing an underground cable.. 20 
minutes.  Watch Online / DVD CON-BRN  $95

Videos and Related BooksBooks

ORK
AFE

 are the only product designed to come into continuous contact with 
energized conductors or equipment. 
Blankets, line hose, hoods, tacos
pressure or mechanical stress applied against the protective equipment. Only conductor 
saddles and similar type equipment that are designed to support and insulate are 
designed to carry the weight or stress of conductors and equipment.
Leather Protector Gloves should always be worn over electrical insulating gloves to 
provide needed mechanical protection against abrasion or cuts. They should be inspected 
for: tears, cuts, open seams, grease, oil, and embedded wire or wood splinters.

, as with all other insulating products except rubber gloves, are designed to provide protection against 
accidental contact with energized parts, and are not to be used as continuous mechanical protection.

Field Storage or Rubber Goods

Rubber gloves and sleeves should be stored in glove bags or sleeve bags. Do not store more 
than one pair of sleeves or gloves in each bag. Do not store on or near truck floor heaters.
Blankets should be stored in blanket canisters or blanket roll-ups. Do not fold blankets. Do 
not place any objects on, or walk on top of blankets.

Failing to inspect prior to use.
Wearing or storing gloves or sleeves inside-out.
Using gloves or sleeves all day without a secondary visual inspection.
Storing overnight with petroleum-based products on them such as petroleum-based hand lotion and 
baby powder; in contact with oil- or grease-soaked protectors or petroleum-based products used to 
wash rubber products or hands, or with objects placed on top.
Using protectors as work gloves.
Using tape instead of blanket pins or other proper mechanical devices.
Using tape to keep cover in place when storing rubber products.
Using blankets under fiberglass or plastic line guards.
Overlapping or wrapping one blanket over another. This practice sets up a possible corona-cutting 
condition and creates a false sense of security.
Using a blanket as an insulated standing-on mat.

• Inspecting rubber good on the ground without mechanical (tarp) protection.
• Overlapping the straight end of the line hose over another straight end to hold two pieces together.

WORK
SAFE

Major causes of injury include being caught between the load and the ground, truck, pole, fence, or wall. Poor 
rigging causing falls, smashed �ngers, etc. Being struck by falling objects is another huge common hazard for 
people working near or below a li�.
Today’s digger derrick performs heavy task with ease, comfort and safety. But improper li�ing operations can 
quickly result in injury, equipment damage, and even death.

Reminders of Set-up
• Select the best location to park. Consider swing, tra�c, boom 

angle, footing, etc.
• Set brakes. Chock wheels.
• Use outrigger pads.
• Level truck using outriggers.
• Identify and barricade work zone (drop area)

Reminders of Operation
All crew members shall know when the engine is running and something is going to move, either the truck, the 
boom, and or the winch.
Insulated boom must be cleaned before it is used near energized conductors or equipment.
Review and know the load ratings of the boom, and additional limits using the di�erent boom stages.
“Look up and live., “�rottle-up, Eyes up.” - When the boom is moving, and an observer must be watching.

Reminders
• Use three points of contact when climbing on or o� the operator area and truck.
• Always factor-in the public vehicle tra�c near the digger/boom truck.
• Identify and barricade the zone.
• Use tag lines to control the li�ed load.
• Keep hands clear of pinch points when li�ing a load.
• Swing the boom and load slowly to reduce any uncontrolled movement of the load.
• When using the digging auger, visually look at locking pins when stowing the auger.

Prevent Tip-Overs
Use outrigger pads or cribbing under truck outrigger supports (feet). Position 
the truck to level with use of outrigger adjustment.
Position or reposition the truck to minimize distance of reach o�-center 
(side-to-side), to reduce the load placed on footing surfaces and vehicle the 
support system.
Care should be used when selecting pad and outrigger locations. Driveways 
and sidewalks don’t provide the best footing, and damage can occur to the 
surface or tipping of the loaded truck boom if the footing fails.
These are just a few reminders to refresh the importance of proper set-up, Be safe, Work safe

Digger Derrick Truck Safety
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 are the only product designed to come into continuous contact with 
energized conductors or equipment. 
Blankets, line hose, hoods, tacos
pressure or mechanical stress applied against the protective equipment. Only conductor 
saddles and similar type equipment that are designed to support and insulate are 
designed to carry the weight or stress of conductors and equipment.
Leather Protector Gloves
provide needed mechanical protection against abrasion or cuts. They should be inspected 
for: tears, cuts, open seams, grease, oil, and embedded wire or wood splinters.

, as with all other insulating products except rubber gloves, are designed to provide protection against 
accidental contact with energized parts, and are not to be used as continuous mechanical protection.

Failing to inspect prior to use.
Wearing or storing gloves or sleeves inside-out.
Using gloves or sleeves all day without a secondary visual inspection.
Storing overnight with petroleum-based products on them such as petroleum-based hand lotion and 
baby powder; in contact with oil- or grease-soaked protectors or petroleum-based products used to 
wash rubber products or hands, or with objects placed on top.
Using protectors as work gloves.
Using tape instead of blanket pins or other proper mechanical devices.
Using tape to keep cover in place when storing rubber products.
Using blankets under fiberglass or plastic line guards.
Overlapping or wrapping one blanket over another. This practice sets up a possible corona-cutting 
condition and creates a false sense of security.
Using a blanket as an insulated standing-on mat.

Got a question about grounding?
Ask Mr. Hotwire.
Free with your Instant Videos 
subscription.

Only $19/month
Search here

Safety Topics PDF
PDF
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Staking Tables
•  Covers all popular staking situa-

tions
• 69 look-up tables
•  Saves money – avoids over-de-

signed lines
• Meets RUS, NESC requirements 
The precise calculations and tables 
presented here can be used to 
determine conductor sag and tension, 
pole height, pole 

class, and loads on guys and anchors. 
Achieve optimum designs by combining 
this quantitative data with your training 
and experience. 8⅛" × 10½"  241 pages  
Book: Item 717  $95  
Disk in PDF format: Item 717PDF  $95

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN GUIDELINES

372

Figure 10-6. Automated switching and power quality system.
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Figure 5-1. IES standard luminaire characteristics. Source: IES Lighting Handbook.

Figure 5-1 shows typical luminaire light distribution patterns, and identifies graphically the
characteristics of vertical light distribution (short, medium, long), lateral light distribution
(types I, II, III, IV), and light distribution angles.

Control of Light Distribution

The pavement luminance generally increases as the vertical angle of light flux increases. It
should be emphasized that the disability and discomfort glare also increases. Therefore, varying
degrees of control of candlepower in the upper portion of the beam, above maximum
candlepower are required. Control of the candlepower distribution is divided into these
categories:
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 Distribution Design Guidelines
•  Our top-selling all-in-one design reference 
• Loaded with illustrations
• Easy-to-understand text
• Knowledgeable, practical advice
This huge reference is packed with answers 
on transmission, distribution, pole line design, 
wood and concrete poles, capacitors, street 
lighting, line protection, relaying, dispersed 
generation, metering, transformer connections, optical fiber 
ground wires, system grounding, and engineering economics. 
This “big yellow book” is such a widely used design source that 
it’s now a standard engineering reference for rural co-ops and 
municipal utilities.
8⅛" × 10½"  602 pages  Item 715  $95
Book on disk in PDF format  Item 715 PDF $95

Distribution Secondary 
Calculator 
Instantly calculate:
• Voltage drop, fl icker
• Line current, fault current
• Line kVA loading
• Transformer loading
• Annual loss cost

Includes data tables for: 
• Transformers
• Wire characteristics 
• Wire capacity multipliers
• Motors, HVAC
• Allowable voltage fl icker

Here’s the modern way to easily analyze secondary circuits. Draw the circuit 
model on your screen, using the circuit symbols provided. Select circuit and 
load characteristics from editable tables. Distribution Secondary Calculator
instantly delivers an analysis of the circuit – calculating voltage drop, flicker, 
fault current, and economic losses. A practical and educational tool that 
makes secondary circuit analysis very easy. Includes worked examples. A 
single-user disk. Item 503D $195

Books

Software

prime

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Power Quality Manual
•  Eliminating harmonic distortionEliminating harmonic distortion
•  Reducing voltage transientsReducing voltage transients
•  Dealing with transientsDealing with transients
• Troubleshooting tipsTroubleshooting tips

Power Quality Manual
delivers real-world 
information on how to 
deliver reliable, high-
quality power quality. 
Coverage includes 
basic information on basic information on 

power quality, analytical methods, and 20 case studies. The 
disk delivers all the material in PDF format, with links from 
the Table of Contents for convenient access. 8½" × 11"  
311 pages  Book: Item 732  $95  
Disk in PDF format: Item 732D  $95
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Books and Software

Line Construction Drawings
• Transmission - 30 drawings
• Distribution - 165 drawings
• Street lighting - 6 drawings
• Meter wiring - 42 drawings

• Tree trimming - 5 drawings
•  Underground distribution - 

45 drawings
•  Optical Ground Wire 

(OPGW) - 12 drawings 
Here are 305 construction standards with material lists for 
overhead, underground, and metering installations. Widely 
used by city-owned utilities and rural co-ops, all designs meet 
standards set by RUS, NESC, and NEC. Drawings are available 
in three formats:
• As a printed book.
•  On disk in PDF and editable DWG formats. 
•  On disk in PDF format. View and print these drawings from 

your desktop or laptop computer.
Both disks have built-in search tools for fast, easy access to 
any drawing. 
Book  8⅛" × 10½"  325 pages  Item 716  $95

Disk in PDF and DWG formats  Item 716D  $495
Disk in PDF format  Item 716PDF  $95

RUS++
Construction drawings:
• Distribution, 12.47/7.2 kV
• Distribution, 24.9/14.4 kV
• Subassemblies

• Underground Distribution
•  Transmission, 69 kV and lower
•  Transmission, 115 kV and higher 

RUS++ delivers 728 construction standards for transmission, distribution, 
and underground services. Every drawing is approved by the Rural Utilities 
Services. Drawings are available in three formats:
• As a printed book.
•  On disk in PDF and editable DWG formats.
•  On disk in PDF format.
Both disks have built-in search tools for fast, easy access to any drawing. 
Book  8½" × 11"  750 pages  Item 788  $65
PDF and DWG formats  Item 788D  $495
PDF format  Item 788PDF  $65

Pole Parts Plus
•  260 popular T&D parts, small 

assemblies
•  Each part is accurate, scaled and 

highly detailed
•  Insulators, transformers, capacitors, 

switches, bolts, brackets, fuses, 
arresters, guy ends, anchors

Pole Parts Plus delivers two libraries with identical drawings. 
The Dynamic Library is for AutoCAD users and allows you 
to change the contents of the library to include exactly the 
drawings you need, and add new drawings. The Universal 
Library works with any CAD or graphics software. 
Item 773D  $95

Compact RUS Spec Books 
These books deliver 
RUS specifications 
and construction 
drawings in a small 
format. Use them for 
quick reference in the 
field, or at your desk. 

12.47/7.2 kV RUS Specs and Drawings (green)
4¼" x 7"  345 pages  Item 850 $15
24.9/14.4 kV RUS Specs and Drawings (yellow)
4¼" x 7"  250 pages  Item 851  $15
Underground Distribution Specs and Drawings (white) 
4¼" x 7"  88 pages  Item 852  $15

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com
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Distribution System
Loss Reduction Manual
• Selecting line capacitors
• Right-sizing conductors
•  Is raising line voltages

a good investment? 
• Improving voltage regulation
Distribution System Loss Reduction 
Manual eliminates the academic 
fluff and focuses on practical steps 
that will immediately cut losses in 
distribution lines. Includes technical 

solutions with cost comparisons. Smaller utilities will especially 
benefit. 8½" × 11"  250 pages Item 733  $95

Grounding Manual
•  Grounding substations,

distribution systems 
• Measuring soil resistivity
• Managing fault currents
• Isolating communication lines
• Protecting people, equipment 
Grounding Manual is the most 
practical study of grounding 
solutions ever written for electric 
utilities. The focus is on substation 
grounding, with additional coverage 

on distribution systems and telecommunications cables. 
Includes real-life examples, useful illustrations and tables. 
8½" × 11"  126 pages Item 731  $95

Electric Power Distribution 
Handbook
• Some theory, mostly solid practice
• Sizing, locating capacitors
• Tips for improving power quality
• Lightning protection
• Distributed generation
Here’s practical information on overhead 
and underground systems, distribution 
transformers, system protection, reliability, 

safety and much more. Packed with practical advice, 
informative graphs and tables. You’ll use this superb reference 
over and over, for many years. 6½" ×  9½"  898 pages  
Item 794  $139

Electric Power Distribution 
System Engineering
•  Distribution systems analyzed math-

ematically 
• Worked examples in every chapter
• For classroom use and self-learning
• Practical applications
• Industry terms, symbols defi ned
Electric Power Distribution System 
Engineering is for senior-level 
undergraduates, graduate students, 

and for practicing engineers seeking to enhance their skills. It 
covers virtually every aspect of power distribution engineering. 
Explains how to write equations equivalent to power circuits, 
then solve them for all circuit parameters. Includes tables with 
data on popular conductors and transformers.  
7¼" × 10¼"  1061 pages  Item 800  $139

The Electric Power 
Engineering Handbook
5 hardback books:
• Power Systems
•  Transmission and Distribution
• Substation Engineering
• Transformer Engineering
•  System Stability and Control
These books are a mini-library, 
packed with more than 100 of the 
best technical papers on power 
system engineering, generation, 

transmission, substations, and distribution. It’s amazing, but 
whenever you need an in-depth study, you’ll usually find it 
within this five book series. 7" × 10½"  5 volumes, 6" thick.  
Item 795 $259

Rural Power System 
Calculations
• Basic engineering concepts
• A friendly reference
• Bite-size chapters
• Packed with illustrations
Here's the perfect reference for 
technicians and engineers starting 
their careers at rural co-ops and 
power distribution utilities. It 
covers the calculations for AC 

and DC circuits, line impedance, capacitors, vector math, 
single-phase and three-phase circuits, fault current, system 
protection, grounding, arc flash analysis. Packed with practical 
information. Includes more than 100 worked examples. 
8½" × 11"  250 pages  Item 849 $79

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

By Glenn G. Davis

Rural Power System
Calculations

Books

Got a technical question?
Ask Mr. Hotwire.
See page 2 for details.

Only $19/month
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To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

Books

National Electrical 
Safety Code
•  Line-to-line clearances
•  Minimum approach distances
•  Grounding rules 
•  Loading on line supports
Adopted as law by most states, the 
NESC is the technical safety reference 
for electric utilities. The NESC code 
specifies the rules for clearances, 
grounding, working space, pole 

and guy strength, insulation, and switching procedures – for 
overhead, underground, and substation installations. 
8½" × 11"  361 pages  Item 791 $189

National Electrical Safety Code 
Handbook
•  Hundreds of photos, illustrations
•  Samples of code violations
•  Practical examples
•  OSHA standards related to NESC work 

rules
Having trouble understanding the NESC? 
Well, you’re not alone. Here’s our solution: 
First, we read the NESC for the precise 

wording of a rule. Then, we read the corresponding section in 
the NESC Handbook to understand what the code means, and 
how to apply it in the real world. 6¼" × 9¼"  864 pages  
Item 792  $79

The Advanced Smart Grid
•  Simplifi es a complex subject
•  Facts, not hype 
•  The Austin Energy story
•  Expands your mind
This very readable book describes the 
advent and rapid evolution of smart 
grids, and gives a clear vision for the 
future–and that future is loaded with 
opportunity. There’s no math in this 
book. What you get is a complete 

understanding of what "smart grid" means and how this 
transformative change will impact the electrical power 
industry. 7¼" × 10¼" 267 pages  Item 846  $89

Electrical Power Equipment 
Maintenance and Testing
•  How to test insulating oil  
•  Maintaining underground cables 
•  Testing circuit breakers, switchgear
•  How to measure ground resistance 
•  Preventative maintenance 

of transformers

This is an essential reference if your field 
equipment is aging. Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance 
and Testing explains when and how to perform maintenance 
on transformers, cables, circuit breakers, switchgear, capacitors, 
grounds, motors and generators. 
6¼" × 9¼" 1,000 pages  Item 501  $179

Transients in Electrical 
Systems
What happens when: 
•  Capacitors switch
•  Switches close or open
•  Lighting strikes
•  Fuses blow
•  Motors start
This book explains how disturbances 
originate in electrical systems, how to 
analyze them, and delivers practical 
suggestions for their mitigation 
and control. Common transient conditions are described in 
words, then shown in circuit diagrams, and illustrated with 
oscillograms and computer simulations. 
8¾" × 9¼"  722 pages  Item 709  $159

Handbook of Electric Power 
Calculations
•  A problem-solving package 
•  Simple, yet comprehensive
•  Just the right amount of math
•  Expert authors
This book is the power engineer’s best 
friend. It has the most-used formulas 
organized by topic: transformers, 
motors, power networks, transmission 

lines, underground cables, short-circuits, system grounding, 
batteries, lighting, power quality, and more. 24 chapters. Each 
chapter begins with a clear statement of the problem, then 
gives the relevant calculations with worked examples, graphs, 
and illustrations. 9¼" x 7⅜" 738 pages  Item 847  $130
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Order Form - Videos and Related Books
STU = Study Guide  INS = Instructor Guide  See next page for quantity discounts for DVDs.  These videos are streaming at alexanderpublications.com.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

QTY 
DVDs
@$145

QTY 
STU
@$15

QTY 
INS

@$15 PRICE

Fundamentals (pages 4, 5)

ACC AC Concepts

ACF AC Fundamentals Review

BEP Basic Electrical Principles

CTT Care, Testing of Tools & Equip.

DCF DC Fundamentals Review

DIS Distribution

EMI Electromagnetic Induction

ESA Electrical Safety 

GMC General Math Concepts

HV1 High-Voltage AC Power 1

HV2 High-Voltage AC Power 2

ITD Introduction to T&D Systems

MOU Multimeter Operation and Use

POM Principles of Magnetism

SPM Sys Protection and Monitoring

STD Safety in T&D Maintenance

TRM Transmission

UET Using Electrical Test Equip.

ULT Using Line Test Equipment

UTO Using Tools

Transformers (page 7)

TC1 Transformer Connections 1

TC2 Transformer Connections 2

PTR Poletop Transformer Replacemt.

TTR Transformer Troubleshooting

Overhead Distribution (pages 8, 9)

DIS Distribution

DLH Distrib. Line Repair (Hot Sticks)

DLI Distrib. Line Install. & Removal

DLR Distribution Line Replacement

DLS Distribution Line Safety

DLG Distribution Line Repair (Gloves)

KVR 34.5 KV Rubber Glove Work

ODS Overhead Distribution Systems

OT1 Overhead Troubleshooting 1

OT2 Overhead Troubleshooting 2

PT1 Pole Top Equip Replacement 1

PT2 Pole Top Equip Replacement 2

SCO Service Installation

SOL Safety in Overhead Line Maint.

TOL Troubleshooting Overhd Lines

Tree Trimming (page 9)

TT1 Tree Trimming 1

TT2 Tree Trimming 2

Poles (pages 10, 11)

CSP Climbing Steel Poles

CWP Climbing Wood Poles

PFG Pole Framing and Guying

SOL Safety in Overhead Line Maint.

SRP Setting and Replacing Poles

STD Safety in T&D Maintenance

WDP Working on Distribution Poles

ITEM DESCRIPTION

QTY 
DVDs
@$145

QTY 
STU
@$15

QTY 
INS

@$15 PRICE

Vehicles (page 14)

BT1 Bucket Trucks 1

BT2 Bucket Trucks 2

BTS Bucket Truck Safety

HDD Hydr Derricks & Digging Equip.

MHB Mat’l Handling Bucket Trucks

Underground Distribution (pages 12, 13)

CC2 Cables and Conductors 2

CF1 Cable Fault Location 1

CF2 Cable Fault Location 2

CS1 Cable Splicing 1

CS2 Cable Splicing 2

CTE Cable Terminations

PMT Pad-Mnt Trans., Switchgear

RF1 Cable Fault Locating 1 Radar

RF2 Cable Fault Locating 2 Radar

SCO Service Installation

SUL Safety in Underground Line Maint.

UCI Underground Cable Installation

UDS Underground Res. Dist. Systems

UGC Underground Conduit

URD URD Troubleshooting

URT Underground Res. Dist. Transf.

Rigging (page 15)

ADR Advanced Rigging

RHV Rigging High Voltage Work

RI1 Rigging 1

RI2 Rigging 2

Transmission (pages 16, 17)

CSP Climbing Steel Poles & Towers

TES Temporary Structures

TLB Trans. Line Repair Bare Hand

TLH Trans. Line Repair Hot Sticks

TLI Transmission Line Installation

TLS Transmission Line Safety

TRM Transmission

TRS Transmission Structures

WDT Working on De-Energ. Trans.

Substations (pages 17-21)

BCO Substation Battery Testing

BIC Substation Batteries

BRS Breakers and Switchgear 2

BTC Substation Battery Chargers

CAR Capacitors and Reactors

CB1 Circuit Breakers 1

CB2 Circuit Breakers 2

CBA Ckt Brkr Time-Travel Analysis

CBC Ckt Brkr Time-Travel Charact.

CBT Ckt Brkr Time Travel Testing

CC1 Cables and Conductors 1

ITEM DESCRIPTION

QTY 
DVDs
@$145

QTY 
STU
@$15

QTY 
INS

@$15 PRICE

Substations continued (pages 19-21)continued (pages 19-21)continued

CEQ Control Equipment

CIN Conduit Installation

CRT Contact Resistance Testing

FPS Power Trans. Press. Relay Test

HVT High Voltage Terminations

NCB New Ckt Brkr Inspect & Test

NPT New Pwr Trans. Inspect. & Test

POT Pwr Transf Temp Indicator Test

PTI Power Transf Insul Resist. Test

PTT Power Transf. Turns Ratio Testing

PWQ Power Quality

RE1 Relays 1

RE2 Relays 2

SBC Substation Batt. Cell & Charger 

SF6 SF6 Gas Properties, Handling

SSS Safety Substation, Switchyards

SSW Substations and Switchyards

TF1 Transformers 1

TF2 Transformers 2

TOT Power Transformer Oil Testing

VBO Vacuum Bottle Hi-Pot Testing

VGR Voltage Regulators

Street Lighting (page 21)

MSL Multiple Street Lighting

SSL Series Street Lighting

Metering (pages 22, 24)

CT1 Current Transformer Testing 1

CT2 Current Transformer Testing 2

DMC Demand Metering Concepts

EDI Energy Diversion

HBI Cust. Relations & High Bills

INM Introduction to Metering

INT Instrument Transformers

IVC Installation Checks & Inspections

MM1 Math for Metering 1

MM2 Math for Metering 2

PAT Principles of Accuracy Testing

PP1 Polyphase Systems 1

PP2 Polyphase Systems 2

PPS Self-Cont. Polyphase Meter

PPT Polypha. Trans-Rated Mtr Appl. 

PXT Polypha. Trans-Rated Mtr Test

RMC Reactive Metering Concepts

SMW Safety in Meter Work

TAC Test, Calibrating Demand Mtrs

TSP Test 1-Ph. Transf.-Rated Mtrs

TST Troubleshooting Techniques

WA1 Watthour Meter Accuracy Test 1

WA2 Watthour Meter Accuracy Test 2

WP1 Watthour Meter Principles 1

WP2 Watthour Meter Principles 2

Subtotal, this page $

To Order Call: 1-800-992-3031 or Order Online: www.alexanderpublications.com

publications
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Order Form

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY       STATE/PROVINCE  ZIP/POSTAL CODE

TELEPHONE E-MAIL 

Our guarantee: You must be completely 
satisfied. If any publication fails to meet 
your expectations, simply return it within 
30 days for a full refund.

Alexander Publications
104 East Fairview Avenue #406
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: 1-800-992-3031 • (949) 642-0101
Fax: (949) 646-4845
E-mail: info@alexanderpublications.com

Method of Payment
■ Check enclosed
■ Please invoice, P.O. # _____________________Please invoice, P.O. # _____________________Please invoice, P.O. #

■ Credit card (Visa, MasterCard, AmEx)

____________________________________________________________
 CREDIT CARD NUMBER

______________________________   ____________________________
 EXP. DATE SECURITY CODE

______________________________ ______________________________
 BILLING STREET ADDRESS 

______________________________   ____________________________
 CITY ZIP

*See product page for quantity discounts.

Quantity Discounts; DVDs
Quantity Discount Price Each

 1 - 9 0% $145.00
 10 - 29 10% 131.40
 30 - 49 20% 116.00
 50 - 69 30% 101.50
 70 up 32.3% 98.17
If replacing VHS tapes: 50% discount

Shipping & Handling (excluding AK, HI, International)

Books Price Quantity DVDs Price
Less than $25 $ 5.95 1 $ 9.95
$25 - $49.99 7.95 2 - 5 12.95
$50 - $99.99 9.95 6 - 9 14.95 

$100 - $299.99 14.95 10 - 14 17.95
$300 - $599.99 19.95 15 - 19 19.95

$600.00+ +4% 20+ +4%

Subtotal, this page
Subtotal, previous page

Shipping & Handling (from table below)

Product total
In ID add 6% sales tax

Total $

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE TOTAL

Books and Related Disks
500 Basic Line & Equipment Skills $39
501 Electrical Pwr Equip. Maint. & Test 179
502 Climbing Poles 19
503D Distrib. Secondary Calculator (disk) 195
506 Temp. Grounding for Worker Protect 39
510 Substation Operation & Maint. 129
511 Becoming a Qualified Rigger 39
512 Ugly’s Electrical Reference 19.95
515 Lineman’s Pocket Reference 14.95
516 Vector Diagrams for Linemen 29
517 Cable Splicer’s Handbook 79
610 Lineworker’s Rigging Handbook 49
611 Live Line Work Practices 89
613 Underground Distribution 89
615 Barehand Work Practices 79
700 Knots for Lineworkers 12.95*
703 Lineman’s & Cableman’s Handbook 77
704 Lineman’s & Cableman’s Field Manual 71
707 Elect. 3: Power Generation & Delivery 84
709 Transients in Elect. Systems 159
713 Intro. to Electric Power Systems 9.95*
715 Distribution Design Guidelines 95
715-PDF Distrib. Design Guide. (disk, PDF) 95
716 Line Construction Drawings 95
716D Line Const. Dwgs. (disk, DWG) 495
716-PDF Line Construction Dwgs (disk, PDF) 95
717 Staking Tables 95
717-PDF Staking Tables (disk, PDF) 95
718 Fundamentals Electricity, Vol. 1 19.95
719 Fundamentals Electricity, Vol. 2 19.95
724 Guidebook for Linemen & Cablemen 61
728 Meter Socket Checks 9.95*
729 Transformer Training Program 29
729D Transformer Training Prog. (disks) 195
730 Transformers for Linemen 79
731 Grounding Manual 95
732 Power Quality Manual 95
732D Power Quality Manual (disk, PDF) 95
733 Distribution System Loss Reduction 95
734 Substation Construction Guidelines 89
748 Pocket Guide to Watthour Meters 18.95*
773D Pole Parts Plus (disk) 95
774 Distribution Transformer Handbook 19.95*
776 Frequently Asked Questions 16.95
777 Safe Work Practices 18.95
777D Safe Work Practices (disk, Word) 495
787 Electric Service Installation Manual 19.95
787D Elect. Svc. Installation Manual (disk) 495

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE TOTAL
788 RUS++ 65
788D RUS++ (disk, DWG) 495
788-PDF RUS++ (disk, PDF) 65
791 National Electrical Safety Code 189
792 National Elec. Safety Code Handbook 79
794 Electric Power Distribution Handbook 139
795 Electric Power Engineering Handbook 259
800 Elect. Pwr Dist. System Engineering 139
821 Transformer Connection Worksheets 20
845 Transformer Connection Diagrams 20
846 The Advanced Smart Grid 89
847 Handbook of Electric Power Calculations 130
848 Overhead Cover-up 79
849 Rural Power System Calculations 79
850 RUS Specs, Drawings 12.47/7.2 kV 15
851 RUS Specs, Drawings 24.9/14.4 kV 15
852 RUS Specs, Drawings Underground Dist. 15
853 Traffic Control in Work Zones 17

DVDs
ACS-SKL Automatic Conductor Splices 95
BHU-SAF Basic Hydraulics for Utilities 95
CEL-SKL Hazards of Cell Phone Usage 95
CON-BRN Contractor Safety 95
CSI-SAF Constant Safety Improvement 95
CSS-SAF Conductor Stringing Safety 95
EGB-SAF Equipotential Grounding 95
FPE-SKL Fall Protection Equipment Inspect. 95
FSA-SKL Fire Safety, Extinguishers 95
HOK-SKL Sharpen Your Hooks, Skills 95
IOL-SKL Installing Outdoor Lighting 95
IYC-TRN It’s Your Choice 95
LAD-SAF Ladder Safety 95
LBO-SKL Loadbuster Operation 95
LLT-SAF Live Line Tools 95
MHB-SAF Material Handling Bucket Truck 95
MTR-SKL Meter Installation Safety 95
PCF-SAF Primary Cable Fault Locating 95
PPT-SKL Pole Pulling Techniques 95
PTR-SKL Pole-Top Rescue 95
RES-SAF Rescue Techniques 95
RGT-SAF Rubber Glove Techniques 95
SSM-SAF Safety and Substation Maint. 95
STT-SAF Safety and Tree Trimming 95
SUG-SAF Safety Underground Systems 95
WOD-OSU Wood Poles Inspection, Maint. 95
WOS-SAF Workplace Organization 95
WPH-SAF Safe Wood Pole Handling 95
789 Power Plants 24.95
790 High Voltage 24.95

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE TOTAL

PowerPoints, Interactive Videos
ALL-SKL 13 Cover-Up Disks 95
CLM-SKL Climbing 95
OHM-SKL Overhead Materials 95
UGM-SKL Underground Materials 95
VEH-SKL Vehicles 95
COV-CBT Cover-Up 95
TRA-CBT Basic Transformer Knowledge 95

Watch videos at www.alexanderpublications.com

publications
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www.alexanderpublications.com

104 East Fairview Avenue #406, Meridian, ID 83642
1-800-992-3031

 Transformers for Linemen

Everything 
you need to 
know about 
transformers

Only $79
See page 6.

The Lineman’s Pocket 
Reference

“This book is a 
must-have for 

every lineman”

Only $14.95
See page 3.

Mr. HotwireMr. Hotwire

Save big with Instant Save big with Instant 
Videos

Watch 200+ videos, 
and get Ask Mr. Hotwire for and get Ask Mr. Hotwire for freefree.

Starting at Only $19 / mo.
See page 2.

Your one-stop shop for lineman training materials.

104 East Fairview Avenue #406
Meridian, ID 83642

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTEDWork Safe!
Work Smart!
Alexander Publications is the
premier provider of training 
books, online videos, DVDs 
and more, for the electric 
utility industry. 
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